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Board feels change is necessary

Regents not to renew
Curris'contract in 1983

7-7

REGENTS TAKE OATH —(From left) William Carmel,Owensboro; George N. King,Louisville; and Jere
McCuiston, Trenton; were sworn in Saturday as Murray State University regents. Carneal and McCusiton
were reappointed to the board while King, Murray State's first black regent,is serving his first term.
'Staff photo by Duane Spurlock

Library announces theme
for summer reading program
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"Rockin and Reading with
W.L.I.B." is the theme for the
Calloway County Public Library's
Summer of '82 Reading Contest.
The program is scheduled from
June 6-July 30 for children just out
of grades 1 through 6.
Lynn Hewitt, program director
for the library, commented that
the only requirements for a child
to enter is access to a library card
and the desire to read a minimum
of 10 books on their reading level.
She added that I.M. Gorilla, the
D.J., will record the number of
books read on a weekly basis as he

makes a personal appearance
each Thursday afternoon.
Children who read on the first
and second grade level should submit a two-sentence report of the
book read and those who are in
third grade through sixth grade
should submit a minimum of a
half-page report. These may be
turned in once a week or more
often if library visits are more frequent. These reports will serve to
record the child's progress in the
contest. Children will be encouraged to read books on their
grade level.
Contestants will be judged in

three categories: first and second
grades, third and fourth grades,
and fifth and sixth grades. Those
reading the greatest number of
books on their reading level will
be awarded special prizes.
Weekly entertainment and activities for the contestants will include: Dress-Up-Days, Eating
Contests, Puppet Shows, Silly
Olympics, and special Book
Reviews to stimulate a child's interest in reading.
Children may register at the
public library any time before
June I. The cost is free.

Prime minister rejects Pope's call
for truce; more fighting reported
By The Associated Press
British newspapers reported today that commandos seized a
heavily defended Argentine
airstrip on the Falkland Islands
hit by repeated bombings, and
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher rejected Pope John Paul II's
call for a truce.
British seamen were battling to
save a frigate set afire by Argentine rockets. The frigate, which
was not identified, was hit in
another day of fierce air battles
over the islands Sunday as British
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Alumni group
seeks reaction
to fair tours
A survey is being taken by the
Murray State University Alumni
Association to determine interest
in tours to the World's Fair in
Knoxville, Tenn., the first two
weekends in July.
Donna Herndon, director of
alumni affairs, said a tour
package including bus transportation, accommodations for two
nights and tickets for two days at
the Fair can be arranged for
$99.95 per person or $190.95 per
couple.
The tour on the weekend of July
3-4-5 would leave Saturday morning and return Monday afternoon,
while the tour July 9-10-11 would
leave Friday morning and return
Sunday afternoon.
Overnight accommodations will
be arranged in dormitories at the
University of Tennessee adjacent
to the Fair site.
Mrs. Herndon said anyone interested in a tour on either
weekend should call the Office of
Alumni Affairs immediately at
762-6916 or 7113-3737 1141. that accommodations can be reaerved.
Reservetibili will be accepted
on a first-come, first-served basis
with preference given to alumni
and their families. A deposit of $30
per single or $50 per couple must
be made with reservations.

forces struggled to eipand their
beachhead at Port San Carlos.
In Buenos Aires, Argentine
Defense Minister Amadeo Frugoli
warned today that the war with
could quickly internationalize and
he urged the United States to
"adopt a more balanced position."
Washington supports Britain in
the crisis, and Frugoli's remark
was seen as a clear reference to
possibly accepting reported offers
of military help from the Soviet
Union.
In London, Mrs. Thatcher told
the pope Britain will not stop
fighting for the Falklands until
Argentina withdraws from the
British colony it seized April 2.
"Our cause it just," she told the
pontiff in a message delived by
Britain's ambassador to the
Vatican.
John Paul asked leaders of
Argentina and Britain over the
weekend to call a cease-fire. He is
to visit Britain on Friday, the first

such trip by a pope. Vatican officials said the six-day trip may be
cut short but not canceled despite
the Falklands conflict.
In Brussels, eight of 10 Common
Market nations voted at Britain's
request to extend indefinitely the
week-long renewal of sanctions
against Argentina scheduled to
expire tonight. As in the previous
extention Ireland and Italy abstained but pledged not to undermine the sanctions by buying
more Argentine goods than normal.
Britain's Defense Ministry
refused to confirm the newspaper
report its forces had recaptured
Goose Green airstrip, 20 miles
south of Britain's invasion site of
San Carlos on East Falkland. An
estimated 1,000 Argentine troops
were dug in around Goose Green.
The Guardian, Daily Mail and
Sun all reported the British capture of the airstrip at Goose
Green, 45 miles southwest of
Stanley, the capital.

Character study on Sirhan
ordered by prison board
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) —
Prison psychiatrists have been
ordered to determine whether
Sirhan Sirhan, whose 1984 parole
date was turned down last week,
has a character similar to that of
"other political assassins."
The California Board of Prison
Terms ordered the study to be
completed before the man convicted of killing Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy appears for his next
parole hearing in six months.
Board Chairman Ray Brown
said the panel wanted more data
on reports that Sirhan remains as
much a "loner", today as he was
before he shot Kennedy on June 5,
1968 in Los Angeles.
'The panel is concerned with
the 'loner'status of Sirhan prior to
commission of the -crimes which
brought him to -prison and the

same continuing pattern within
the institution," a board report
said. "Prisoner's pattern of
withdrawal appears self-imposed
to suit his own purposes."
The board asked psychiatrists
to probe a series of questions, including, "Does the profile (of
Sirhan) fit the characteristics of
other political assassins?"
Sirhan "appeared tired and
drained" following the board's
decision Friday revoking his 1984
parole date, said Jim Eaten, a
spokesman for the 'Correctional
Training Facility at Solectadi
where Sirhan is imprisoned.
Eaten said the 38-year-old Jordanian immigrant appeared to expett the negative ruling, and after
being told of the decision, "was
not overly agitated and .... didnat
appear angry."

By DUANE SPURLOCK
Staff Writer
President Constantine W. Curris
will not be rehired by Murray
State University after June 30,
1983.
The university's Board of
Regents voted 5-4 Saturday not to
renew Curris' contract after its
expiration on that date. The action
brought back into public light the
controversy that began in
February 1981, when six board
members attempted to oust Curris
prior to his contract's expiration.
The vote Saturday came at 8:10
p.m. after a four and one-half hour
executive session, scheduled for a
confidential evaluation of the
president. Board Chairman Ron
Christopher said after the
think most of the
meeting,
board members had already done
their evaluating," and that a
thorough evaluation by each had
probably been made over the past
months. Christopher considered
"it was clear this would happen today."
Faculty Regent Steve West
moved to give notice to Curris his
contract would not be renewed.
Voting for the motion were West,
Christopher, Jerry Woodall of
Lexington, Jere McCuiston of
Trenton and Bill Morgan of Benton.
Voting against the motion were
William Carneal of Owensboro,
Dr. Charles Howard of Mayfield
and Sara Page of Paducah, who
had consistently supported Curris
in the past.
Student Regent Mark McClure
also voted against the motion. He
said Curris had provided dynamic
leadership to the university,
which may have caused the president some of his troubles.
"He has created a very studentoriented institution, and increased
the quality of the student body of
this institution," McClure said.
"As a gesture from the student
body, which holds Dr. Curris in
high esteem, I vote no."
New Regent George King of
Louisville abstained. Attending
his first meeting as a Murray
State regent, King was appointed
to the board by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. to replace Dr. Ed Settle, a Curris-supporter during the
controversy.
Christopher said the board felt a
change has to be made, that Curris could no longer progress with
MSU.
The board voted 9-0 to raise Curris' salary from $66,000 to $70,000
for the remaining year of his contract immediately after voted
against renewing his contract.
After the meeting, Curris said,
"It was inappropriate to consider

By JOHN WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — A fire that
killed four people and injured up
to 20 at the Conrad Hilton Hotel
might have claimed fewer lives if
there had been sprinklers and if
guests had stayed in their rooms,
a fire official says.
Authorities blamed a smoldering cigarette for the blaze that
began Sunday morning on the
22nd floor of the 25-story hotel,
which was built in 1927 and is one
of the world's largest.
Police Superintendent Richard
Brzeczek said a preliminary investigation showed the fire was
accidental. An unidentified man
believed to have been in the room
where the blaze began was questioned by police Sunday night, but
early today police said no one was
being questioned any more and
there were no suspects.
Second Battalion Fire Chief
Robert Koujourian said the fire
probably could have been contained if the hallway had been equipped with a sprinkler system.
Under the city's fire code, the
hotel is not required to have either
an alarm system- or a sprinkler
system, according to Torn
Skowronowski, a fire prevention
engineer with the Chicago Fire
Department.
However, a Hilton official told
police the hotel is equipped with
an alarm system and that it *as
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Dr. Constantine W.Curtis
such a decision Saturday. Doing
so would have ruinecthisintegrity,
he said, something "that has
always been most important to
me."
(Continued On Page 2)

Regents okay new
$38 million budget,
include activity fee
By DUANE SPURLOCK
Staff Writer
The Murray State University
Board of Regents approved a $38
million budget for fiscal year 198283, representing a 10.4 percent increase over the current MSU
budget.
The figure includes a $24,162,000
state appropriation, a $1.3 million
increase of the current state appropriation.
A 7 percent increase for faculty
and staff pay raises is included in
the new budget, including 5.1 percent for across-the-board salary
boosts and 1.9 in discretionary
funds.
Faculty Regent Steve West offered the lone no vote against the
motion to adopt the budget.
"Overall it wasn't bad," West
said later. "I had some reservations about some of the priorities
among the functions of the
budget," including the $250,000
budgeted for new artificial turf at
Roy Stewart Stadium. West added
he felt "we need to do more" involving support for instruction.
He was also concerned that the

Hotelfire claims four;
atleast20 are injured
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a contract extension today. I did
not ask the board to review it, and
I did not ask the board to renew
it."
Curris said he was expecting a
confidential review of his relationship with the board. "But it is obvious the board was not interested
in a confidential review by the
very nature that they wanted to
make some kind of public statement." He said their action indicated the earlier controversy
never ended, and pointed out he
was not the one "who rekindled
it."
During the course of the executive session, Christopher left
the meeting twice to talk privately
with Curris, and the president was
called into the closed session once
for about 15 minutes. Curris said
the board had wanted him to make
an announcement he did not wish
his contract renewed.
"I had indicated I would make a
decision on'my future this fall, and
would feel obligated tp share that
decision with the board at least by
Jan. 1." He told the board he
would make that decision earlier
if they felt they needed more time,
but he was not prepared to make

activated at the time the fire
broke out, Brzeczek said, although
some guests said they heard no
alarm.
Following a code check of the
hotel after the fire, Skowronowski
said the hotel was "up to snuff"
and added that the building "is in
very good shape."
Officials said the victims apparently ran out into the 22nd floor
hallway, where the fire had
spread from a guest room, and
were overcome by smoke.
"If they had had the doors closed and stayed in their rooms, they
would have been perfectly safe,"
Koujourian said. "You can't open
your door and invite the stuff in."
Hundreds of people, some in
their nightclothes, were
evacuated from the hotel, which
has about 2,000 rooms.

Road officials
in town today
Charles Henry, district
manager for the Kentucky
Department of Transportation's
Bureau of Highways Wigs in
Reidland, and other road officials
Were scheduled to be in Murray
late this morning to discuss road
Maintenance and repairs with
county residents.
Details of the meeting will be In
Tuesday's newspaper.

"level of recurring reserves as a
percentage of the overall budget
was excessive." West said the
education and general funds
reserves and housing and dining
reserves make up 10.26 percent of
the overall budget. He felt that
figure should be lower, closer to 5
percent, "but the level of reserves
is something decided by the
board."
The board desires the 10 percent
level of reserves against the
possibility of more cuts mandated
by the state. "If they want to use
those reserves to replace funds
cut by Frankfort, that's fine,"
West said, "but that is not the
route they have used before."
Some of the reserves are
budgeted for expenditures in the
new budget. "But they are
budgeted for non-recurring items,
so they will be back in the
reserves by 1983-84," West added.
West had some reservations
concerning the $250,000 appropriation for new artificial turf, the purchase of which was approved last
year. He presented figures corn(Continued On Page 2)
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sunny and mild
Today partly sunny and mild.
High in the upper 70s. Light and
yariable winds. Tonight clear
to partly cloudy skies. Low
around 60. Calm winds. Tuesday partly sunny with a 40 percent chance of thundershowers
during the aftern000n. High
near 80. Light and variable
winds.
Chance of thunderstorms
Wednesday and Thursday. Fair
Friday. Highs in the mid 70s to
mid 80s and lows in the mid 50s
to mid 60s.
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(Continued From Page 1)

paring the cost of natural turf —
$150,000 — to the rising costs of
replacing the artificial in coming
years. Regent Dr. Charles
Howard mentioned the possibility
of serious injuries was lessened on
natural turf.
The board members had been
told the field's current shape was
comparable to two years ago
thanks to repairs made last year.
Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for university services,
pointed out the field is in no condition to last another football
season, and there is insufficient
time to sow grass seed and
prepare the held with natural turf
for the coming season.
West moved to rescind last
year's motion approving the artificial turf purchase, but did not
receive a second.
The budget included a student
activity fee increase of $10 a
semester to be routed to the
athletic fund, and a $50 surcharge
a semester on tuition for students
receiving the out-of-state tuition
waiver from Illinois, Indiana,
Missouri and Tennessee counties.
The activity fee increase will
add an estimated $106,000 to the
athletic budget, while the tuition
surcharge will generate about
$100,000.
Also included was $10,000
budgeted for the cheerleaders, an
increase from $5,750. Regent Bill
Morgan recommended the increase, saying the cheerleaders
needed more funds for traveling to
games.
The resolution of the Coach Ron
Greene contract situation was put
off again. Regent Jerry Woodall
reported the MSU Foundation
decided it was "inadvisable to
enter into a contract with Ron
Greene." Woodall suggested a
one-year extension of the current
contract, to possibly be joined by a
new four-year contract later.
Chairman Ron Christopher
directed board attorney James
Overby to look into the feasibility
of the matter.
Joining the board Saturday was
new Regent George King Sr.,

recently appointed by Gov. John soon.
Y. Brown Jr. King is the first
The board agreed to expend
black appointed to the MSU board. $13,000 for additional insurance
He was joined by re-appointees coverage on claims totaling over
William Carneal and Jere Mc- $1.25 million. Christopher said it
Cuisron in a swearing -in
was doubtful if MSU would
ceremoney at the meeting's begin- receive that many claims, but the
coverage would be needed in the
ning.
Dr. Phillip R. Kinglsey was ap- case of a natural catastrophe.
proved as psychology department
The board approved the May 8
chairman effective Oct. 1, with an
degree conferrals recommended
annual salary of $34,000. An In- by the Dean' of Admissions and
diana native, Kingsley is current- Registrar, renewed the student
ly head of psychology department health insurance policy with
Heritage Insurance Managers,
at University of Zambia.
Eighteen persons were granted
and approved routine payrolls
tenure, three were promoted to items concerning retirements
resignations, leave without pay
assistant professor, nine to
associate professor and three to
and similar matters.
professor.
The board authorized the awarPresident Constantine W. Curris
ding of a Bachelor of Arts degree
said the Boy Scouts of America
in music, to complement the curboard of trustees would have its
next meeting at MSU in August.
Long range plans, bylaws, and
renovation plans are being
developed for the museum and
will be discussed at that time.
He added that American
Humanics, a non-profit organization consisting of executives of naWASHINGTON AP — After
tional youth agencies — such as
months of behind-the-scenes
BSA, Big Brothers and Big Sisters
maneuvering, the Reagan adof America, Girl Scouts, etc. —
ministration is finally sending
has asked MSU to prepare a proCongress its plan for dismantling
posal for affiliation with it, to
the Energy Department.
prepare students to work in youth
Elimination of the Cabinet agenagency administration. The board
cy created under the Carter adapproved going ahead with the
ministration had been made a
proposal.
campaign issue by Ronald
The board accepted a $38,750 bid
Reagan, who contended governfrom J.R. Meaney Associates,
ment involvement had only
Bowling Green,for the MSU audit.
worsened the nation's energy proThis will include an audit of the
blems.
Veterinary Diagnostic Laboratory
Reagan was scheduled to sign a
Center also.
letter transmitting his dismantleThe fida-rd-aBo---created a new
ment plan to Congress at a White
position, that of internal auditor,
which past auditors said would be
House ceremony today attended
by several key senators and
an expense saver in the long run.
Cabinet members.
In the physical plant report, Dr.
The plan, which transfers most
Charles Howard said work on the
University Center parking lot
Energy Department functions to
should begin soon, with bids $4,000
the Commerce Department, is a
good deal different from the
lower than estimated. Plans for
Wilson Hall renovation and North
package the administration first
Mall development are underway.
unveiled in December That proposal met with heated opposition,
An energy conservation project
for Regents Hall will also start
particularly from Republican
committee chairmen in the Senate
who have jurisdiction over the
current Energy Department.
The administration has spent
the past five months trying to
(Continued From Page 1)
hammer out a plan that would
satisfy their objections.
Curris said he has made no decimuch clout as possible" when
One of those most opposed was
sion about his future beyond his
dealing with current situations, Sen. John Tower, R-Texas, chairpresidency of MSU and has not
such as the newly appointed Coun- man of the Armed Services Comhad an opportunity to discuss such
cil of Higher Education and the
mittee. Tower led a group of
with his family. He said governpossibility of program cuts.
senators who sent the administrament work and private industry
Asked if he was relieved by the tion a lette? questioning whether
were both possibilities, but he has
board's action, Curris said, "It's Commerce was the proper agency
plenty of time — about 14 months
more a sense of liberation opposed
to handle nuclear weapons pro- to make a final decision.
to relief." Even though Curris and
duction for the military, which
Curris said he was not surprised
the board had signed an agree- makes up about half of the Energy
by the action taken at the meeting,
ment supposedly putting the con- Department's budget.
but felt the timing was questroversy to rest, he said those
Tower complained that the
tionable. "Of course, it is the
same feelings had been simmer- weapons program would be buried
board's prerogative to make this
ing in the background since that in the business-oriented Comand all decisions. I do not question
time.
merce Department.
that."
"But I sleep well at night, knowTo keep that from happening,
He said he felt the board had
ing I do my job as president for
the new plan puts the the weapons
weakened the authority of the
Murray State to the best of my
program under a deputy
president, who should have as
ability."
secretary of commerce for

rent Bachelor of Music degree and
Bachelor of Music Education
degree.
The regents approved a resolution of appreciation to retired
Regent Dr. Ed Settle, who was
replaced by King at Saturday's
meeting.
A resolution in memoriam of
Dr. Rex Alexander, a long-time
and much respected faculty
member who was killed in an accident earlier this year, was approved.
A resolution of appreciation of
18 retirees of the university was
approved.
Also approved were resolutions
of appreciation to intercollegiate
forensics, women's and men's
track, tennis and cross country
and men's basketball.
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White House sends plan
to dismantle department

Curris...
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defense production. Under the
plan, that new deputy secretary
would have equal stature with a
deputy secretary who will supervise all other old Energy Department functions.
DOE officials said the various
changes have satisfied the key
Republicans who had objected, including Sens. James McClure of
Idaho, Robert Packwood of
Oregon and William Roth of
Delaware.
Roth, chairman of the governmental affairs committee, has
agreed to sponsor the measure,
which is given a good chance of
Senate passage.
However, prospects for passage
are less certain in the
Democratic-controlled House,
where the plan has been attacked
as a misguided policy that will
leave the country defenseless
when the next oil shortage hits.
Rep. Jack Brooks, the Texas
Democrat who is chairman of the
House Governmental Operations
Committee, already has said he
will try to defeat the proposal.
Critics question how much
money taxpayers will actually
save from simply shuffling programs around within the executive branch. The administration contends eliminating the administrative overhead at the fouryear-old Energy Department
alone will produce savings.

LIBRARY BRANCHES? — Two native Kentucky Sourwood
trees were planted this week near the east entrance of the Forrest C. Pogue Library on the Murray State University campus.
Lois Sparks, president of the Associates of the Murray State
University Libraries(AMSUL), presented them to Dr. Edwin C.
Strohecker, Dean of Libraries. AMSUL, which supports the MSU
libraries with gifts and activities, donated the flowering trees "to
provide beauty and shade for the visitors," according to an
organizational spokesman.
Photo by Barry Johnson

Reagan plisses leaders
to accept budget plan
By CLIFF HAAS
Republican-controlled Senate has
Associated Press Writer
completed action on a $784 billion
WASHINGTON CAP) — Presi- 1983 budget outline.
dent Reagan, having won a 1983
After a week of often bitter parbudget blueprint to his liking from tisan debate, the Senate voted 49the Senate, is pressuring the 43 along party lines Friday night
House to ignore Democratic for a package that calls for tax inleaders and follow the same creases of $23 billion in the fiscal
course.
year that begins Oct. 1 and $107
But as the House begins voting billion over three years.
today to sort through a dizzying
It also projects deficits of $116
array of seven separate budget billion in 1983; $92 billion in 1984
outlines and 68 amendments, and $65 billion in 1985.
neither Democratic nor
Reagan, in a radio address to
Republican leaders can claim a the nation Saturday, said the
majority for the plans they are Senate had taken "responsible acpushing.
tion," adding,"I would have liked
They agree, however, that it more reductions in spending but
won't be easy getting votes for the at least it's another step in the
election-year decisions necessary right direction — the direction we
to keep, the 1983 budget deficit started to go last year."
below $182 billion. That's the
The president also told his
deficit that congressional and ad- listeners that if they "want inministration experts say could terest rates to come down and the
probably be expected without ac- economy to get going" they should
tion on Capitol Hill.
tell their congressmen to vote for
The plans before the House con- a budget outline drafted by House
tain "do first choices for political Republican Leader Robert H.
people. All of the choices are se- Michel of Illinois.
cond choices at best — third,
Rep. Morris Udall, D-Ariz.,
fourth and fifth choices more like- replied that the proposals Reagan
ly," says House Budget Commit- supports, including the adtee Chairman James R. Jones, D- ministration's planned military
Okla.
buildup, will give the nation the
The Democratic-controlled "economic equivalent of VietHouse is beginning work as the nam."

Parish center
to host arts fair
The Lakeland Parish Center
will be host for a "Country Craft
Fair" from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Saturday, May 29.
The Memorial Day weekend
happening will be an open air exhibition of regional handicrafts.
Also, hourly entertainment will be
provided. Scheduled to perform
are Tony Powell and the
Children's Choir of Mount Carmel
United Methodist Church.
Refreshments will be available
throughout the day. The Parish
Center's Gift shop will also be
open for fair goers.
A few exhibitor spaces are
available at a minimal fee. Inquiries should be made to the
Lakeland Parisb Center, Route 4,
Box 110, Benton, Ky. 42025 or
phone (502) 354-8639.
"Plan to come, browse the exhibitors' booths, and enjoy the
day. The Center is located on
Hwy. 68 at Big Bear Road in Marshall County," a center
spokesman said.
••

Bombed car kills 14
in West Beirut today
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — A
booby-trapped car driven by an
s nnbassy secretary rode into the
French Embassy compound in
Moslem West Beirut today and exploded, killing 14 people, police
said.
The driver of the car, a French
widow who worked as a secretary
in the embassy's economics section, was among those killed when
the powerful bomb went off. She
was identified as Anna Cosmidis
by embassy spokesman Andre
Janier, and a police spokesman
said she presumably was unaware
of the bomb.
Janier said 10 people were killed
and 20 injured. But Lebanese
police put the total at 14 dead and
15 injured.
At least 10 of the victims were
blown to pieces by the explosion,
the police spokesman said.
Severed limbs were lying near the
wreckage of the car. Within five
minutes of the blast, several
blood-covered survivors had been
carried into private cars and rushed to hospitals.
Pools of blood covered the
sidewalk at the embassy compound gate. Young men with tears
streaming down their faces were
helped away from the scene, and a
middle-aged man searching for a
missing friend screamed in
Arabic, "By the Prophet Moham-

Craftsmen guild
to presentshow
Boyce G. Clayton
To the voters of the First Supreme Court District of West Kentucky
(23 westernmost counties), I offer you the following personal information in asking you to re-elect me to the Kentucky Supreme Court on
May 25, 1982:
Education: Graduate of Murray State University and University of Louisville Law
School.
Experience: Commonwealth's Attorney for 6 years for Marshall, Calloway, and
Livingston Counties; Supreme Court Judge for 71/2 years (first term ).
Voting Record: 1. Voted for posting of Ten Commandments in
classrooms.
2. In extreme cases I have voted for the death penalty. Examples:
killing
of a policeman and security guard;(b) rape and murder of 12-year-old
(a)
girl;(c) killing for profit.

Re-Elect

Boyce G.-Clayton
Judge, Kentucky Supreme Court
Paid for by candidate, Dan Clayton, Treason,'Route 9, Banton, Ky.42025.

The Village Craftmen's Guild
will present its annual Arts &
Craft Show "Crafts in the Village"
at Kentucky Dam Village State
Park, Gilbertsville.
The site of the show is near the
Gilbertsville Post Office overlooking Kentucky Lake. The show will
be Saturday, May 29 and Sunday,
May 30, from 9 a.m. till 6 p.m.
each day.
Over 100 exhibitors from eight
states will show a varied collection of handcrafted items including: jewelry, primitive furniture, photography, tole painting,
quilting, leather work, dolls and
doll clothing, silk and straw flower
arrangements, ceramics, stained
glass, macrame, cypress & cedar
clocks, custom handmade knives,
calico animals, scrimshaw,
reproductions of early American
platform rockers, soft sculpture
dolls, and oil, ink and water color
paintings and prints, plus many
other items.
Ample parking will be avilable
at the show site. No admission will
be charged.

med, help me!"
Janier said Mrs. Cosmidis was
well-known to the guards at the
gate.
"The guards gave her permission to enter the compound
because her car is recognized and
everyone knows it," he said.
Both Janier and Lebanese
police said they did not know who
was responsible for the bombing.
But Agence France Presse, the
French news agency, said it
received a telephone call 50
minutes after the blast in which
the anonymous caller said "all explosions" in West Beirut in recent
days were the work of "The Holy
War Organization."
The group has not been heard of
before. The caller said there
would be more bombings "in
revenge for our people in Tripoli
and the southern district in
Beirut." Both Tripoli, a city in
northern Lebanon, and the Beirut
district have been scenes of
fighting between local militias in
r6cent weeks.
The bomb exploded at 8:10 a.m.,
when dozens of people are usually
lining up at the embassy gate to
apply for visas. Rescue workers
on the scene and local security
guards said at least two of those
killed were embassy guards and
many of the others were visa applicants.
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On the money
President Reagan is right on the money with his
critical remarks about tax cheats in the
"underground economy." They deprive the
Treasury of about ;95 billion a year, making it that
much harder to get the federal budget and the national economy under control.
"As we struggle to trim government spending, it
is hard not to think of how close that unpaid tax 0,
could come to wiping out the deficit," Mr. Reagan
said in a radio speech.
Alert consumers should be able to put a crimp in
the tax dodging. As the president noted, the
underground economy consists of mechanics,craftsmen, professional people and others who have one
thing in common: "They prefer to be paid in cash."
If consumers insisted on paying by check,fewer of
those people would be inclined to cheat.
It might help, too, if Mr. Reagan and a lot of other
politicians would be more careful not to suggest
that taxation is evil. Loose talk to the effect that the
government "confiscates" people's wealth is bound
to increase disrespect for the tax system.
(Reprinted by permission of The Milwaukee
Journal)

PUC members

".•

At first glance, proposed constitutional amendments requiring election of state. Public Utilities
Commission members seems like a good idea. Currently those five members are appointed by the
governor with the approval of the state Senate to
six-year staggered terms. Some legislators think it
would be good for the commissioners to be directly
accountable to the voters, especially after the
PUC's January approval of an awkwardly structured three-tier $900 million Pacific Gas & Electric
Co. rate increase that touched off rate payer pro,
tests of both PG&E and PUC policies.
Two of the proposed amendments would require
PUC members to be elected from districts around,
the state, as members of the Board of Equalization
are chosen. A third plan would require PUC commissioners to be appointed by the governor, with
confirmation by the voters.
There are few state bodies charged with a more
important responsibility than the PUC's task of
regulating privately owned utilities and ruling on
their rate increases. While its powers are unusually
broad, its decisions can be appealed to the state
Supreme Court.
To elect commissioners directly would diffuse accountability for highly technical decisions among
several million voters. The present system lets the
back stop with the elected governor, and in the recent PG&E rate case it was Gov. Brown who appointed all five commissioners.
Further, gas and electricity and other utilities
look to the PUC for stability and an element of
predictability to help them sell bonds in the investment market. Such traits are by no means always
present in the California commission, but we
suspect that an elected body would be even more
unpredictable.
(Reprinted by Permission of The Sacramento
Union)

Kids violence
Children who watch weekend television are subjected to as many as 18 acts of violence an hour —
and there is overwhelming evidence that what they
see leads to aggressive and negative behavior.
That's the finding of the latest study on TV's
power over children and teen—agers. The report,
by the National Institute of Mental Health, adds
another 10 years of research to the surgeon
general's report on television violence, releases in
1972.
Despite outcries by congressmen and citizen's
groups during this 10-year period, there's been no
decrease in violent acts on television. Unfortunately, violence excites and attracts children. They take
to it in the same manner they take to junk food.
The networks and advertisers are well aware of
this popularity. Greed for the consumer dollar
results in more beatings and shootings, more action, power and danger. Children are watching too
much violence because there is little else to watch.
The report made no recommendations. Rather,it
offered the hope that those responsible for policy in
the television industry will be interested in the findings and will act on them.
We hope so, too, but there is no easy solution. The
Constitution spells out the rights of free speech in
the First Amendment. There must be no government censorship of children's programs. But
anyone who exercises First Amendment rights is
responsible for exercising good Adgment.
Television, all the mass media for that matter,
must never let the lure of profit lead them astray
from the path of public repsonsibility.
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inside report

by rowiond evons and robert novok

Soviet emigres hear the real Reagan speak
WASHINGTON — When President
Reagan quoted Andre!Sakharov that
"everything (in the Soviet Union) is
as it was under a system of power
and economy created by Stalin," the
Soviet dissidents at lunch in the
president's upstairs family dining
room were getting an increasingly
rare message of undiluted
Reaganism.
That is a commodity that seems to
have been declining since the first
days of the Reagan presidency. Undiluted Reaganism is not the product
of White House fine-tuning; it does
not reflect the strong, sometimes antithetical views of White House chief
of staff James Baker III, and it contradicts the strain of caution in
Reagan's closest aide, Michael
Deaver, caution that helped deny
U.S. citizens the right to read what
Reagan told his Soviet guests.
The president's insistence on putting forth pure Reaganism in his unprecedented lunch May 11 shows that
16 months of tutorial management by
his White House staff have not fully
tamed him. That is a point the
Kremlin should remember; confusing the real Reagan with the plastic
Reagan could cause future anguish
on arms control, the U.S. military
buildup and other superpower pro-

blems.
The reference to Josef Stalin was
couched in thAinguage of Sakharov,
one of the most courageous of the
political dissidents in Leonid
Brezhnev's Soviet Union. But the
decision to use that quotation could
not have been made without knowing
how it would strike Soviet leaders:
anger at American intrusion into
Soviet internal affairs.
A slightly longer quotation from
Sakharov probably summed up the
views of the eight expatriate Soviet
citizens lunching with Reagan as well
as anything could. Reading from the
great physicist's "Letter from Exile," written in 1980, Reagan quoted
Sakharov: "I consider the United
States the historically determined
leader of the movement toward a
pluralist and free society, vital to
mankind."
What Sakharov wrote blends with
what Reagan believes. The president
kept letting his emotions show as he
heard the personal histories, one by
one, of his guests. Ayshe Seitmuratova, a Crimean Tatar and the
only Moslem at the table, told
Reagan how her family, accused by
Stalin of collaborating with the Germans, was put on a train in 1944 and
dumped in the deserts of

Kazakhstan, several thousand miles
to the east. She was six. The railroad
car, she told Reagan, had dead
bodies in it that remained there
throughout the journey into exile.
The former Soviet general, Pyotr
Grigorenko, a Ukranian,struggled to
suppress tears as he described
resistance to Soviet dominance in the
fearful days after World War II.
Ukrainian nationalists, he said, served long years in jail for offenses
against the Soviet state, then were
"dragged out and shot" as the jail
sentences neared their end.
It went like that at Reagan's luncheon table for almost two hours.
White House aides Baker and Deaver
let Reagan do the talking and asking.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig
was- similarly silent. Valeryl
Chalidze, a leader in the human
rights movement who now lives in
New York City, told us: "We left the
table hungry. We were too busy
listening to eat."
But Haig and the senior White
House staffers may have been entertaining different thoughts. Reagan's
arms reduction proposals had been
sent to Brezhnev three days earlier.
The president's insistent bid for a
meeting with the Soviet president
was being pressed. The Rev. • Billy

Graham was in Moscow, preaching
the surprising sermon that he had
seen no evidence of religious repression.
Might this work of diplomacy be
undermined by Reagan's blunt talk
at lunch with all those Soviet
dissidents and his emotional thanks
to Georgi Vins, the exiled Baptist,
preacher who gave him a tiny, 2-inch
Bible smuggled into a Soviet jail?
The answer of the Reagan programmers seems to have been — yes.
Minutes after lunch, word went to the
White House press office that the
president's remarks were private,
not to be made public.
The decision was companion to
many offers over the past 16 months
when the chord of undiluted
Reaganism threatened to override
the fine-tuning of unelected senior
staffers. Fine-tuning has a place in
the White House. But carried too far
it can be dangerously counterproductive, as the fine-tuners found to their
dismay last January in the excise-tax
battle.
For President Brezhnev, it is no
kindness to camouflage the real
Reagan, nor for Reagan is it a service to hide the depth of his regard
for the words of Sakharov order the
pretensions of the Soviet state.

looking
back
Ten years ago
U.S. Rep. Frank Albert Stubblefield won his eighth consecutive
nomination for a seat as congressman from the First District
Democrats in election on'May 23.
Deaths reported included Luther
Freeland,73.
Dr. Janice Hooks was named director and Jo Lovett as assistant director of Murray State University
School.
Murray Boy Scout Troop 45 scored
three first places at Choctaw District
Spring Camporee at Mayfield May
19-24.

headline
Headline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you mist
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: lam a dietician and
work mainly with older people and I
just wanted to say that many times I
am amazed at how little the elderly
know about nutrition. One of the most
important things that I feel that they
do need to know is that, after
reaching the age of 50, the Recommended Dietary Allowances are different than those that a younger person would need to sustain good nutrition. I am sending you a listing of the

Revised 1980 Recommended Dietary
Allowances(RDA) in the-hopes that
you will print it in your column. I
think that many older people have
become nutrition-concious and would
try to incorporate these recommendations into their diet. However, I
want to add that before changing
your diet, you should consult with
your physician, as many medications
and your general physical condition
might suggest to the physician to
make certain changes in the RDA in
your own particular case. J.M.
ANSWER: We agree that good
nutrition is a necessity to maintaining good health and in recovery from
illness and surgery in older people,so
we are printing the information you
sent. Below is a listing of the Recommended Dietary Allowances for persons age 51 and older.
Men Women

byjou crump

lowdown
Representative Carlos J.
Moorhead (Calif.) "...The following
article will prove of great interest to
my colleagues. "From The Los
Angles Times(Condensed):
The Dog Barked,and
Suddenly She was Glad
She Had Her Gun
By Elinor Dufy
My gnawing guilt about owning a
handgun faded as quickly as the
determination on the face of the
burglar as soon as he noticed the
blue-steel Smith and Wesson .38
caliber revolver in my hand.
The young man, armed with an ice
pick, had forced his way into my
apartment and was waiting for me —
even though he had heard me coming
down the stairs and had had time to
get out.
I had been at a Filmes reception
hoping to meet a producer or director
who might be interested in reading
my script. But there were only
animators and cartoonists there,so I
drove home for some much-neededsleep.
Less than two hours later my dog
woke me with his loud barking. I was
so angry that I scolded him harshly
and was ready to spank him. I turned
on my bedroom light, all the time

Calories -51-75
2,400
1,800
-age 76+
2,050
1,600
Protein*(g)
56
44
Vitamin A (re)
1,000
800
Vitamin D(ug)
5
5
Vitamin E(mg)
10
8
Vitamin C(mg)
60
60
Thiamine(mg)
1.2
1.0
Riboflavin(mg)
1.4
1.2
Niacin(mg)
16
13
Vitamin B6(mg)
2.2
2.0
Vitamin B12(ug
3.0
3.0
Folacin(ug)
400
400
Calcium (mg)
800
800
Phosphorus(mg)
800
800
Magnesium(mg)
350
300
Iron(mg)
10
10
Iodine (ug)
150
150
•Both caloric and protein
guidelines are for standard size
males and females. Caloric intake
may very according to physical activity and body size.

talking reassuringly to my dog. Suddenly I stopped. Why, I still do not
know..I turned back and got the gun
that I was embarrassed even to admit owning. As if hiding it from
myself, I hid it behind the folds of my
white flannel gown.
There he was, in the bathroom, a
shadowy 6-foot figure with the shiny
weapon in his hand. Fortunately, I
was barefoot; he had not heard me
approach. He was startled and that
gave me enough time to step back
and raise the revolver.
"It's cocked, all I have to do is pull
the trigger. Don't move." The
telephone was in my left hand.
"Please don't call the police. Please
let me go." Go where, I thought. To
the next apartment. One with no dog
to wake anyone. One where guns
were not present.
The phone rang twice before the
business-like voice came on. "Lennox sheriff's office." A torrent of
Swords burst from my mouth.
"Ma'am, we can't understand you."
I took a deep steadying breath and
said slowly, "There'is a burglar in
my apartment. He is five feet away
from me. I have a gun on him." Then
there was a jumble of activity from

their end of the line. "Whatever you
do ddi't hang up — the officers are
looking for your apartment."
All this time the young burglar was
using the technique taught in so
many rape-prevention classes, mine
included. He was trying to engage me
in pleasant distracting conversation
about me, about my apartment,
about my dog, about where he lived.
And wouldn't I put down the gun, at
least quit pointing it at him.
A light appeared through the front
window,"We've found the place."
I saw the handcuffs go on the
"suspect."
What would this fledgling guncontrol advocate have done without
the gun? What if I had bent to my
landloed's wishes and gotten rid of
my dog?
It was not until the sky turned a
pale gray-blue that I was able to
sleep again. When I woke I decided to
go back to the gun range and practice.
CRUMP'S GRASS ROOTS COMMENT
The handgun issue-continues to be
debated in Congress. The control of
handguns will no doubt, finally be
resolved at the local level.

Twenty years ago
Gov. Bert Combs reappointed O.B.
Springer of Henderson and Robert
White of Fulton as members of Board
of Regents's:if Murray State College
for four-year terms.
Murray High School seniors named
to Quill and Scroll, international
honor society for high schAtil journalists, were Phillip Sparks, Andrea
Sykes, Patsy Shirley, Richard
Workman, Margie Banks, Nell Pugh,
Sandy Lilly, Diane Larson, Evelyn
Williams, Ann Dunn and Leah
Caldwell, according to Fred Schultz,
principal.
Folger's coffee was listed as selling
for 39 cents-for one-pound tin at local
grocery store.
Thirty years ago
An air tour of Kentucky Lake area
and a night at Kenlake Hotel will be
features of a press tour for travel
editors from throughout Midwest
who will be in Kentucky for eight
days starting May 25.
Elected as officers of Murray High
School Band were William Jeffrey,
Ann Barnett, Annette Ward and Joe
Rumfelt. Shirley Geurin will be drum
major. Mrs. Gene Garrett is band
director.
Mrs. John Winter will be
superintendent of Vacation Church
School at First Methodist Church
May 25-31.
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Club plans picnic

Anniversary open house scheduled

Golden Age Club will have a picnic at the MurrayCalloway County Park on Thursday, May 27, at
11:30 a.m. Each one should his or her own cup,
plate,flatware and a thermos of coffee if desired.

Tennis group will play
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. at the
club.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Jennifer
Hewlett, Vicki Holton, Debbie Keller and Kathy
Kopperud; Court Two — Dinah Vire and Renee
Wynn.

Micah Bradley Morris born
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris, Jr., Rt. 1, Hazel, are
the parents of a son, Micah Bradley, weighing eight
pounds 2'2 ounces, measuring 20'2 inches, born
Thursday, May 13, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. They have another son, Justin Brent,4.
The mother is the former Jane Arent. The father
is employed at Murray Amoco. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Brent Morris, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Ervin Arant, all of Murray. Great-grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Macon White and Mr. and Mrs.
Elburn Thweatt, all of Murray.

Persons dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah, were Greta Timmerman and Doris Hart, both of Murray.

scheduled
Bible school
t

Northside Independen Church, McKinney Road
off Highway 1346, will have a Bible School starting
Monday, May 31, and continuing through Friday,
June 4. Hours will be from 9 to 11:30 a.m. Classes
will include crafts, Bible stories and verses, recreation and refreshments, according to the pastor, the
Rev.Gerald Miller.

Mr. and Mrs. Hess
Darnell of Coldwater will
celebrate their golden
wedding anniversary
with an open house at
their home on Sunday,
May 30,from 4 to6 p.m.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The couple requests
guests not bring gifts.
The couple was married May 28, 1932, by
Magistrate Ed Adams at
his home near Coldwater.
Their attendants were
Fonzo Hargrove and
Violet Belford.
Mrs. Darnell, retired
from the Merit Clothing
Co., is the former Layvel
Lamb, daughter of the
late Melvin Lamb and
Mattie Rogers Lamb.
Mr. Darnell, a retired
construction worker and
farmer, is the son of the
late Tom Darnell and
Josie Jones Darnell.
They have three. sons,
Harold, Howard and Rob
Darnell, all of the Coldwater community. They
have eight grandchildren
and five greatgrandchildren.

Plans have been completed for the wedding of
Mary Beth Outland, Murray, to John B. Jones, Jr.,
St. Louis, Mo.
The ceremony will be
solemnized at 6:30 p.m.,
Saturday, May 29, at
First Baptist Church,
Murray, with the Rev.
Harold Lassiter, Crofton,
and Paul Webb, Orlinda,
Tenn.,officiating.
Music will be by Mrs.
John Bowker, organist,
and Mrs. Vernon Shown,
vocalist. Mrs. Kenneth
Winters will direct the
wedding.
The bride-elect is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles D. Outland, Murray. The groom-elect is
the son of Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Jones, St. Louis,
Mo.
Attendants for the
bride-elect will be Miss
Lynne Outland, sister of
.tbe bride-elect, maid of
honor; and Mrs. Donald

Zetos will have dinner

Zeta Department of Murray,Woman's Club will
have a potluck dinner Thursday, May 27, at the club
house. Mrs. Harlan Hodges will present the program. Husbands or guests will be invited.
Hostesses will be Mesdames H.J. Bryan, Feix H.
Dunn, Reynold Peacock, George E. Overbey, Sr.,
and Herman Wicker.

SIDS group will meet
Support Group for SIDS (sudden death syndrome) will meet Thursday, May 27, at 6:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center, North Seventh and
Olive Streets. This is for any person who has lost a
child through sudden death or by accident, according to Lillian Robertson,GLPN.

Justin Wayne Rogers born
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Rogers, Rt. 1, are the parents
of a son, Justin Wayne, weighing seven pounds 14
ounces, measuring 21 inches, born Monday, May 10,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother,
the former Carol Cooper, is employed by Dr. Gary
Marquardt. The father is self-employed as a
farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Martin
Rogers, Rt. 1, and Mrs. Joan Cooper and the late
Lowell Cooper of Rt. 1, Hazel. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. George Taylor, Hafford Cooper,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmo Fain and the late Mr. and Mrs.
Herman Rogers.

Growing group
The largest and fastestgrowing age group in the
nation in the 1980s will be
the 35- to 44-year-olds,
who will gain more than a
million members each
year. By 1990, some 32
percent of the population
will be 25 to 44 years old,
compared to 24 percent of
this age group in 1970.
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DEAR READERS: same. It is too late now to
Over the years readers give them those few
have written to request a hours of happiness I was
rerun of a certain letter too selfish and too busy to
or column. Many have give, and now when I go
told me that they have visit their graves and
carried a favorite clipp- look at the green grass
ing around for so long above them, I wonder if
that it has become God will ever forgive me
yellowed with age and too for the heartaches I must
have caused them.
worn to read.
"I pray that you will
While some letters are
valued for their humor, print this, Abby, to tell
others are a painful those who still have
reminder of the consg; arents to visit them and
quences of thoughtless show their love and
respect while there is still
behavior.
Twenty years ago I time, for it is later lhan
printed a letter signed you think. — TOO LATE"
The above letter has
"Too Late," and judging
from the number of rer been rerun in my column
quests I've had to run it no less than half a dozen
again, that letter obvious- times, and each time it
ly touched a sensitive appeared, I've been
nerve with a great deluged with requests to
number of Dear Abby repeat it.
Even though times
readers.
"Too Late's" poignant have changed since I first
plea says something started writing this colabout the way some folks umn, many things have
treat their aging parents, remained the same, and I
and what it says is not find that some letters are
as pertinent and helpful
very pretty:
"DEAR ABBY: I am today as they were 25
the most heartbroken years ago.
My purpose. in writing
person on earth. I always
found. time to go this column has always
everywhere else but to been to provide my
see my old gray-haired readers with information,
parents. They sat at advice and entertainhome loving me just the ment. In the past, I have

NOW OPEN
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Steve Martin
In
"Dead Men Don't
Wear Plaid(PG)

i

repeated columns on
Thanksgiving,
Christmas, New Year's,
Mother's Day and so
forth, usually, but not
always, identifying them
as reruns. There have
been other letters that in
my opinion have carried
an important message
and also deserved to be
repeated. The best explanation for repeating a
special letter is this:
Some personal problems
have endless variations,
and over 25 years I've
seen hundreds of them. If
I recall and have an
"old" letter that addresses itself exceptionally well to one of
those problems, I've
republished it as the most
effective way of illuminating an issue. My
ultimate goal, after all, is
to be maximally effective
and interesting.
Because of the recent
publicity given to the
rerunning of published
material, I shall make it
a policy to identify all letters that have been
previously published.
Apropos "repeats":
Toinorrow I will rerun a
column on the Living
Will, a document a person
can sign to let his loved

— Videocassette Rentals —,
324-C Tyson Ave., Paris, TN

8-5
Mon.-Fri.
1-8
Thurs.
8-12
Sot.
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d)formerly employed by
Margie Waldrop (Gerlei-i.:: "Fantastic Sams" end the "Nair Neese' invites e0 :...
of her Meads and easterners to help celebrate
her stem business

901-644-1003

Just
moved in?
I can help
you out.
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A coupe of wee s ago
you all saw Martha in a
similar ad - at the time she
4
/
hod lost 69 lbs. and 791
inches. Now she has reached her goal of 125 lbs. and
even did better than that.
She now weighs 124, making her total weight loss 84
lbs. and 93 inches.
Let's hear it for Martha!

New $17.00
Now s4s°
Now $50O
Now $6.00
New $3.00
$S.00
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Phone For Appointment
753.5695
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Szramkowski, sister of
the groom -elect,
bridesmaid. Mrs. Danny
Richerson of Houston,
Texas, will be in charge
of the guest register.
The groom-elect's attendants will be Paul
Herrman, best man, and
Michael Outland, brother
of the bride-elect,
groomsman. Ushers will
be Dave Watzig and Tom
Rueschhoff.
A reception will follow
at the church's fellowship
hall.
All friends and
relatives are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
The groom-elect and
his parents will be hosts
for a rehearsal dinner
Friday, at 7:30 p.m., at
the Brass Lantern
Restaurant.
Mrs. Bob Billington will
be hostess for a
bridesmaids' luncheon at
the Billington home on '
Dogwood Drive.

Tuesday, May 2.5
Monday,May 24
Friendship Sunday Livestock.(14-r-mkositicen
School Ms of Westside Center.
Baptist Church will meet
at 7 p.m. in the home of
Bethel Baptist Bible
Ave Watkins.
Study will meet at 6 p.m.
at home of David and
Betty Sledd Group of Aleshia Cunningham.
First Baptist Church
Women will have a salad
Eva Wall Mission
supper at home of Rebec- group of Memorial Bapca Whittaker at 6:30 p.m. tist Church will meet at 2
p.m.
Board of Associates of
Murray State University
Tau Phi Lambda
Libraries will meet at 4 Sorority, WOW, will meet
p.m. in Room 211, Water- at 7 p.m. at Woodmen of
Library.
field
World Hall with Gayle
_
ever become terminally
--Smith and Diana Lyons
ill with absolutely no hope
Community Theatre as hostesses.
for recovery, he will not
be kept alive by artificial will have auditions for
"Bye Bye Birdie" at 3
Auditions for "Bye'Bye
means.
Calloway
at
p.m.
7
and
by Community
Birdie"
have
I
Although
Theatre will be at 3 and 7
publicized the Living Will Public Library.
--p.m. at Calloway Public
at least a dozen times, I
Murray High Spring Library.
still get letters from
Sports Barbecue, sponreaders saying they read
sored by Tiger Athletic
Free blood pressure
about it "a few years
Booster Club, will be checks will be given from
ago" but paid little attenserved at 6:30 p.m. at 7:30 a.m. to noon at
tion to it at the time, and
Cost will be $3 per Murray-Calloway County
now they need to know school.
person.
Hospital.
how to get one.
I am told that I have
Recovery,—Inc., will
Senior Citizens Centers
been responsible for put- meet at 7:30 p.m. at
ting the Living Will into Health Center, North will be open as follows:
the hands of nearly 5 Seventh and Olive Dexter at 9:30 a.m.;
Hazel and Douglas from
million people both here Streets.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Ellis
and abroad. I consider
this an important public
District 17, Unit I, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
service.
Licensed Practical
So while some readers Nurses, will meet at 7
Wednesday, May 26
may find reruns boring, p.m. in third floor
J.N. Williams Chapter
dull or a waste of space, classroom, Murray- of United
Daughters of
others find them in- Calloway County
Confederacy will meet at
valuable.
Hospital.
1:30 p.m. at home of Mrs.
It's difficult to please
Leonard Vaughn.
all of the people all of the
Persons Breven Jobs
time, but if I please most will be alticem. at First
of the people most of the Presby&Tian Church.
Make Today Count will
time, then all the time
meet at 1:30 p.m. in
and energy I have put
Tuesday,May 25
classroom unit of
forth in writing this colMurray Lions Club will Murray-Calloway County
umn will have been wor- meet at 6:300•m • at Mur- Hospital.
thwhile.
ray Woman's Club House.
DEAR ABBY
Hazel and Douglas
Group D of ladies
beginning tennis will play Centers will be open from
at 7 p.m. at Murray Coun- 10 a.m. to.2 p.m. for activities by Senior
try Club.
Citizens.
--Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club
YOGURT
will meet at 7 p.m. at
From 1970 to 1980, the
Health Center.
consumption of yogurt in
the United States increasAlcoholics Anonymous ed 207 percent and
will meet at 8 p.m. in cheese,32 percent.
western portion of

The Hair Hut
Perms Top Breeds
'...i::.: $35.00164.
: Sbempeo & Set
5500 kg
..,::
.......... noes Mew Dry & Cats
$1.001op

Outland-Jones vows
to be said Saturday

Martha Norsworthy
of Murray

Don't worry and wonder about learning
your way around town.Or what to see and
do. Or whom to ask.
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
I'll simplify the business of getting settled. Help you begin to enjoy your new town
. . . good shopping, local attractions,
community opportunities. And my basket
is full of useful gifts to please your family.
Take a break from Unpacking and call,
me.

.
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Rho Chapter presents scholarship

-

*

I1
BARBARA HARFtELL, right, was presented a
check for scholarship of Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa at luncheon meeting. Making the presentation was Dr. Janice Hooks.

The Rho Chapter of
Alpha Delta Kappa
presented its annual
scholarship to Barbara
Harrell, junior elementary education major.
Dr. Janice Hooks made
the presentation at the
annual luncheon on May 1
at the home of Agnes
McDaniel.
Doll Redick, president,
reported on the state convention April 23 and 24 at
Mayfield. Rho Chapter
was recognized as one of
seven commonwealth

chapters in Kentucky.
Ten members from Murray attended both the Friday night and Saturday
meetings.
Betty Riley, newly installed president of Kentucky Alpha Delta Kappa, spoke to the chapter
about coming events. The
Southeast Regional will
be in Virginia the latter
part of June.
Agnes McDaniel who
will be in charge of the
Kentucky Hospitality

room at the convention,
asked for assistance in
getting various things for
this room.
State President Riley
reported the Western
District meeting was to
be May 15 in Paducah.
Alberta Korb of Rho
Chapter was to be a candidate for secretarytreasurer of the Western
District.
The new officers for
1982-84 were installed by
outgoing president, Mrs.
Redick. The new presi-

Ladies day golfscheduled
Ladies day golf will be
played Wednesday at
Murray Country Club.
Anyone not listed in the
lineup should call Diane
Villanova, hostess, at 7538718.
The lineup is as
follows:
Tee No.1
9 a.m. - Margaret
Shuffett, Evelyn Jones,
Mary Bogard and
Jerelene Sullian.
9:10 a.m. - Betty Jo
Purdom, Betty Lowry,
Venela Sexton and
Frances Hulse.
9:20 a.m. - Dorothy
Fike, Euvie N. Gibbs,
Madelyn Lamb and Inus
Orr.
9:30 a.m. - Faira Alxander, Judy Latimer,
Diane Villanova and Pam

Mavity.

Wilda Purdom and Molly
Booth.
Tee No.4
9:20 a.m.- Linda Alex9 a.m. - Jane Fitch,
ander, Rebecca Dublin,
Toni Hopson,Sue Costello
Urbena Koenen and
and Sue Brown.
Freda Steely.
9:10 a.m. - Cathryn
Garrott, Euldene Robin9:30 a.m. - Mary
son, Anna Mary Adams Bazzell, Jo Benson, Lois
and Elizabeth Slusmeyer. Keller and Frances
9:20 a.m. - Louise Richey.
Lamb, Chris Graham,
Rowena Cullom,
Barbara Stacey and
hostess for golf play on
Rowena Cullom.
May 19, has announced
9:30 a.m.- Edith Garthe following winners:
rison, Exie Hill, Rebecca
Irvan and Martha Sue
Margaret Shuffett,
medalist and first flight;
Ryan.
Mary Bogard, championTee No.7
ship flight; Jane Fitch,
9 a.m. - Peggy
second flight; Euldene
Shoemaker, Ve Severns,
Robinson, third flight;
Betty Powell and Billie
Betty Powell, fourth
Cohoon.
flight; Mrs. Shuffett and
9:10 a.m. - Alfair
Mrs. Fitch tied for low
Ramsey, Nancy Orr,
putts.

.....51444,
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dent, Linda Feltner,
presented Mrs. Redick
Fraaces Drake
with a gift of appreciation
FOR TUESDAY,MAY 25. 1982
from the chapter.
What kind of it.
tomor- SCORPIO
row be? To find out what the (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) nVel
r
.
Betty Jackson,stars say, read the forecast Apply
for scholarships or
chaplain, gave the devo- given tor your birth Sign.
financial backing. Be more
lion before the potluck A.
tolerant in outlook about an
meal served to 18 ilin.ara.°
ethical or job matter. Don't
members and four I Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 lirF4 alienate others.
guests. The guests were Communications are SAGITTARIUS
favora
Jean Watkins, Marlene eveninbly accented until late ( Nov. 22 to Dec 21 I
g, when you
Beach, Ruby Poole and ad with jealou may be fac- A friend's all-consuming
s accusations. need for attention can
put a
Barbara Harrell. Defuse the situation.
damper on a social occasion.
Hostesses were Mary TAURUS
Reach a family agreement
Nanney, Mrs. Jackson 'Apr. 20 to May 20)
about finances.
Though financial dealings CAPRI
and Mrs. McDaniel.
CORN
are favored, a troublesome (Dec. 22
w.. •
to Jan. 191 V
work dilemma presents itself Preoccupie
d with the
by the end of the day. Rise unethical
tactics of a business
above negative thoughts.
colleague, you may =kilosGEMINI
ingly take your problems out
IMa 21 to June 201
on a family member
• You'll enjoy shopping for AQUARIUS
personal items, but you'll ar- 1Jan. 20
to Feb. 18)
rive at an Impasse with a Put creati
ve ideas to work,
friend or loved one. Avoid but don't solicit
the advice of
speculative activity.
others, since jealousy could
CANCER
well affect their judgment or
(June 21 to July 221 113(c) criticism.
You'll accomplish much in PISCES
private, but a family Feb. 19
to Mar. 20

ektY

member's emotional demands
may try your patience. Don't
let others manipulate you.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. 221 4124k
Others may twist your
words to their ack antage. It's
best to keep things to yourself
now. Pay no attention to those
who gossip.

v••••

READING FOR FUN! These children in Beryl Whale
y's fourth grade
class at Carter School have found it's fun to read and
share their books with
their classmates. Lori Beth McCullar dressed up as one
of her characters a
dolphin; Kaci Bolls shared her book through a mural
; Laura Ferguson by us!ing a bulletin board to depict her story; and Jeff Eitglish shared his by telling
lit as a radio program.

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22

HEALTH

Shawnee Gay Jennings
has been awarded a twoyear regents scholarship
to attend Murray State
University. She is a

Shawnee Gay Jennings

senior at Hopkinsville
High School.
Miss Jennings is a
member of National
Honor Society, Beta Club
and Tiger Marching Band
and Concert Band. She
also has served as a rifel
in the drill club.
She plans to study computer science at Murray
State.
Miss Jennings is the
daughter of Edwin and
Peggy Jennings, 3703
Bahama Dr.,
Hopkinsville, formerly of
Murray. Her grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Kerby Jennings and Mr.
and Mrs. Nolan Adams,
all of Murray.
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FREE TRANSFER
Of Yew Doke
With The Perches' Of Any Shirt

PersonaliTee's
Limed ha the Dixieleed Shipp*
eater. Next to The Greet Dew le the heN

Your T-Shirt Hotline
7S3-TEES
Hours:
Mon.-Sot. 10-5 Closed Sun.

_Route 1
BENTON, KY. 42025
.
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HUNTER
COMFORT BREEZE.
THE BREEZE
ISIN THE FA
AN
N 'I'M
is
IN THE PRICE.

occup. lie.

EXPENDITURES
1. General government
340,010
2. Public safety
123,908
3. Health, welfare,
senior citizens
27,800
4. Public transportation
580,000
5. Education & Recreation
39,050
6. Misc. expenses
189,064
7. Reserve for contingencies
31,787
8. Financial administration
9. apital const.,

IIUNTEK:‘

PICKENS SUPPLY INC.
411 Amite

Norm

9S34$22

11,000
750
$1,349,224

9. Forestry tax

Now theft's a ceiling tan that brings
111195 years ofHunter*expenence together
with features you're looking brat a
popular price.
With reversible motor.2 tan speeds
and a price lower than other tans built
this well,the new Hunter Comfort Breeze
gives you all the quality you'd expect tirom
a Hunter,at a price you'll hardly believe.

Every Tiinelbu Turn It On You Feel A little Smartet
s 0 OFF on any Fan in stock
with this al

BUDGET HEARING NOTICE
The County of Calloway will hold a public budget
hearing on June 8, 1982 at 1:00 pin. in the County
Judge/Executive's office, Courthouse Building,
Murray, Ky. All citizens, especially senior citizens,
are invited to attend and provide the fiscal court
with written and oral comments and questions concerning the county's entire budget and the relationship of Revenue Sharing funds to that budget. The
entire proposed budget, a statement on the proposed uses of Revenue Sharing funds, and the proposed
budget summarized below can be inspected by the
public from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. beginning June 1,
1982 in the office of the County Judge/Exec., Courthouse Building, Murray,Ky.
PROPOSED ANNUAL BUDGET
REVENUES
Source
General, Revenue
Road & Sharing
Other
Funds
1. Taxes
$480,000
2. Del. taxes, excess fees
54.000
3. Revenue from other govts.
523,474
4. Federal Revenue Sharing
263,770
5. Unappropriated Rev. Sh.
10,000
5. Interest on invest.
10,000
6. Misc. receipts
20,000
7. Surplus
250,000
8. Prop. transfer dr

krimint.
•

•._.

. •.

10. Environmental protection
11, Juvenile probation
12, Forestry
13. Emergency shelter

5273,770

21,600
10,000
119,070
45,000

'

YOU BORN TODAY are
philosophical and clever. You
do not always reveal your purposes, yet are an effective

communicator. You have the
ability to commercialize your
intellectual and artistic gifts
and will have success in acting, music, painting, writing
and teaching. Other fields
which may appeal to you are
law, psychology, architecture,
engineering, religion and
politics. You tend to be
serious, yet will have greater
success when you stress optimism and the lighter touch.

15,415
750
1,500
81,349,224 $273,770
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USE ALL FOUR COUPONS
AT ONCE OR ONE AT A TIME

MI OM =MI

I==Ma Man
• qa.•

2 PCS, CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY
ROLL

$1.25

This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel s Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for $I 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax C;oocl at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5/31 /82

Ifrit:'
re-"'
IklINO

•

imm

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/ GRAVY
ROLL
This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel s Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken mashed potatoes gravy
and roll for $1 25 Limit one package per
coupon. 4 coupons per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales tax Good at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES 5131/82

1
1
1
1
1

US

In

2 PCS CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY
ROLL

1
114

1

=I Sill NM

SMI

MO NO

$1.25

This coupon good for 2 piece snack box
of the Colonel's Original Ftecipt• or Extra
Crispy Chicken mashed potatoes gravY
and roll for Si 25 Limit one package per
coupon 4 coupons per custosier and
good for combination only
stonier
pays for applicable sales tax (1,,..d at
Kentucky Fried Chicken store shoun
below COUPONEXPIRFC 6/31!82
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U
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1
1
1

2 PCS. CHICKEN
POTATOES/GRAVY

$1
.
25

ROLL
This coupon good for 2-piece snack box
of the Colonel s Original Recipe or Extra
Crispy Chicken, mashed potatoes. grass
and roll for Si 25 Limit one package per
coupon 4 coupons .per customer and
good for combination only Customer
pays for applicable sales (ix Good at
Kentucky Fried Chirken store shown
below COUPON EXPIRES

5/31/82
MIElIN am no an an In in ow
mast Nam
Coupon good only at the following
stores

9,600

19,500
9,000

,

3 tablespoons heav
cream
In a small saucepan
over very low heat, stirring constantly, melt the
chocolate; cool slightly.
Add the peanut butter
and with a wire whisk or
a wooden spoon beat until
blended. Beat in the
cream. Store in an airtight container in the
refrigerator. Let stand at
room temperature to
soften slightly before using. Makes 34 cup.

FEED 4
FOR $5

aeria

•
•
•
•
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It's a good time to entertain
others, but you may be surprised by a loved one's coldness or indifference. Shrug it
off.

By CECILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
SNACK FARE
graham Crackers with
Chocolate Peanut Spread
and beverage
Chocolate Peanut
Butter Spread
This delicious concoct.ion originated in
England.
2 ounces milk chocolate
it cup creamy peanut
butter, at room
temperature

2!tj.

Available

Yirtf,

Spread recipe given for snack

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

DEAR DR. LAMB -- For ing to the
the past seven months my prevents heart. This in turn and it "was nothing to worry
adequate blood about," but I do. I am a 55husband. age 40, has been flow to
the brain. The cough year-old female and I was
going to the doctor with may
increase pressure of the with my dad when he died of
what the doctor called a cerebr
lung congestion and arthritis brain ospinal fluid in the a heart attack last year at
in his hips and legs. The pressu ond this increased age 85. Could you please
re
thing that worries me the into the prevents blood flow give me your opinion of this?
most is that he has started explosive brain. Then the The very sound frightened
cough may act like me. passing out.
a concussion to the brain. In
DEAR READER - If you
He will start to cough, his any case
eyes roll back, he turns red, damage there is usually no have no other evidence of
after
the
cough.
heart disease I would agree
his arms shake some and he
Treat
passes out. He's only .out •a toward ment is directed with your doctor. It is not
preven
ting
coughing, unusual for calcium to
few seconds,. but .when._ he that
means improving lung''Ideposit in
the aorta, the
comes to he is as white as a function
CARTER ELEMENTARY SCHOOL recently
and perhaps using a large artery along the
celebrated Hat Day. Above,
sheet. very'weak and doesn't
spine.
students gathered in the media center to resea
cough
rch different hats. From left,
suppre
In
much
ssant. You are
older people the
remember anything that
front row, Ann Watson (librarian), Lisa Nesbit
right that it is dangerous for aorta may become almost
happened
t, Leigh Baker, second row:
Mark Simmons, Michael Buhler, Jeremy
The doctor told him that him to drive with this condi- solid with calcium. Surgeons
Sims, Melanie Julian, Heather
tion.
often call these "glass
Hughes, third row: Joan Mintier (special
he had cough 'tmcope. He
education teacher), Laura ErnI like to see these patients aortas." If operated on, they
said it came from smoking,
stberger, Kaci Bolls, Tom Thurman, Jeff Engli
sh, Karne Mikulcik, Judy
being overweight, middle- have a neurological exami- may shatter like glass. The
Baucum (3rd grade teacher).
aged and male. He said to nation because sometimes a small amount of calcium
stop smoking. That would plugged vessel or other will not harm you.
not cure it but may keep him problem in the brain makes
I would want to be
them more susceptible to that your cholesterol sure
The Blue Ridge Mounfrom passing out so often.
level
I know cigarettes can attacks.
and blood pressure are nor- tains, which are included
cause a lot of problems but
I am sending you The mal and that you don't in Virginia's Shenandoah
it is hard to believe that cig- Health Letter number 9-2. smoke. If you take good care National
Park, were once
Tammy Bull,
arettes can do all this. I am Fainting: Loss of Conscious- of yourself, with your family
afraid for him to drive or do ness or Syncope, to explain history of longevity, you and at the bottom of the sea bride-elect of
things that might be danger- faints to you. Others who your aorta may live to over some 450 million years
Chuck Kemp
ago.
ous. Do you have any infor- want this issue can send 75 90.
has
made her
cents with a long, stamped.
mation on this?
••••••••••••••••••
selection of
DEAR READER - Your self-addressed envelope for
letter describes cough syn- it to me,in care of-this newsstainless, pot•
k e a Ilan Noaf
cope (fainting) perfectly. It paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
tery and
•
Owner
usually occurs in middle- City Station. New York, NY
crystal. The
•
aged males who have chron- 10019.
wedding will be
•
ic bronchitis, most often
DEAR DR. LAMB - I
lt,
,Iune19o
si
•
. 0.
rhe
from smoking, and who had some X-rays
c
omp
any
gi.
41
C
e
of
my back
SPECIALIZING IN BALLOON BOUQUETS •
cough forcefully.
because of a back injury.
There are several mecha- They showed I have.
•
FOR ANY OCCASION
nisms that can cause the in my aorta. I am calcium
a
bit
'Chee
of
a
*Mak
birth
up
r
sick
more
a
e
day
faint. The cough builds up hypochondriac and
talked it
CHESTNUT
pressure inside the chest and over with my
special *Celebrate new baby 'Express "I •
interferes with blood return- He said my family doctor.
heart was fine
•
Love You". *Clowns

Shawnee Gay Jennings
awarded scholarship

trL

(Sept. 23 toOct. 22)
Though you're amenable to
the suggestions ofapthers in
blisiness, you may be
somewhat inflexible in personal matters. Unbend a bit.

Prevent the cough

4

r°2Lii

Business conferences are
productive, but make sure you
get full value. Avoid all
monetary dealings with
unscrupulous people.

LIBRA

We Make Special Occasions Special
*Cater Childrens party *Grand opening
*Anniversary *Receptions.

A7,
v4\610

Your Individual
Horoscope

Kentucky Fried Chicken
• 1113 Sycomore-Murray
753-7101
602 S.6th SC-Mayfield
247-6443

1
1
1
1

"Vitt4r-.
• •
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World's Fair symposium opens tonight

STUDENTS OF Mrs. Eleanor Miller and Mrs. Jane Cothran, Southwest
Elementary School,recently participated in the 4-H Propagating House Plant
project. Mrs. Judy Stahler taught the students how to care for plants, then
allowed one to pot a plant.

•RI E GOOD WHILE HIPPS GOOD ,

KNOXVILLE, Tenn. problems.
(AP) — Philippine first
U.S. Energy Secretary
lady Imelda Marcos, who James B. Edwards and
wields authority over her Armand Hammer, board
country's planning and chairman of Occidental
economy, is to make the Petroleum Corp., are also
keynote speech tonight at to address the sessions,
the opening of a World's with Hammer serving as
Fair symposium of inter- chairman.
national energy troubleThe five-day symshooters.
posium is the third and
The symposium, which final in a series conincludes cabinet-level ducted in conjunction
energy ministers from with the World's Fair, a
such countries as Canada six-month, energy-theme
and Italy, is supposed to exposition that opened
come up with some May 1 on a narrow, 72answers to world energy acre site.

Mrs. Marcos was invited to speak because of
her country's involvement in development of
geothermal and woodbased energy sources,
fair president S.H.
Roberts Jr. said Sunday.
She is a minister and
member of the cabinet,"
Roberts said. "She is
more than just the first
lady in terms of her activities."
But her activities after
her arrival Sunday were
primarily social.
She was whisked in a

RI E GOOD WHILE 5UPPITS LAST *PITCH GOOD WHILE

P 'TS

T

It's The Total On The
Tape That Counts

D&T

rt

Charmin

$
111

Lipton

Ita

09

24 Ct. Family Size

79
Sun Tea Jar 99'

II

Field Pro-Leaguer
FiXient
viTur
anrure

1

ala

Wieners

984

12 oz.
79"
r-c,Folger Instant
Double Q Chum
Field

48 oz. $

•rA

Coffee

Salmon
1.49

10 oz. $379

"Good laws make it easiNORTH
5-24-A
•AQ96
do right and harder to
K 10
lo wrong." — William E.
•Q 102
131adstone.
+1097 3
The "rule of eleven" is a WEST
EAST
nost valuable tool for the *J 10 8 4 2
•7
lefense (declarer might also
Q72
VJ9864
ise the information to * K 8 3
419654
4A K
idvantage). Stated briefly, 442
SOUTH
:he rule is "after a fourth
*K 5 3
best lead, third hand subA 53
tracts the pips on the card
•A 7
led from 11, the result being
taQJ865
the number of higher cards
in declarer's hand." Here's
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
an example of how it works South. The bidding:
for the defense.
West
Nerth East
West decides to lead the South
1*
Pass
1*
Pass
unbid major and dummy's 2*
Pass
341
Pass
heart 10 is covered by 3 NT Pass Pass Past
East's jack and declarer's'
ace. The club jack knocks
Opening lead: Heart deuce
out East's club king and
East returns the heart six. wins his club ace in
time to
With the king alone in cash the heart
winners and
dummy, should West save,, the game goes one
down.
his queen for a sure trick or
should he jettison in case
Bid with The Aces
East has the nine?
For a sure answer, West South holds: 5-24-B
uses the rule of eleven.
•7
When East returns the heart
•J9864
six, West subtracts six from
* J 96 5 4
11 which equals five. This
•A K
means that five cards higher than the six are in the
unseen hands. Three of these North &meth
1111
were played to the first 14
trick, leaving only two high- 1 NT
er cards than the six. Since
East has led the original ANSWER:Two diamonds.
fourth best, East must have Introduce the second suit;
both the eight and the nine, this hand promises to play
so West can afford to be better in a suit than in no
brilliant by "sacrificing" his trumps.
heart queen under dummy's'
Send bridge spastic= to The At.*
king.
P.O. Dos 123113, Dallas, Texas 75225,
play,
declarer
After this
with self-addreated, stamped eltelderd
has no real chance. East for reply.
1' to

151
/
2 Cans For

Reg $1.29

Wesson Cooking

BOBBY WOLFF

Murray, Ky.

Lay's
Potato Chips g0g Pork 8, A
Beans 'Er
Tissue
Tea
$1
Oli

The World's Fair,
which closes Oct.31, has
exhibits from the United
States and 21 foreign
countries, four states and
more than 50 corporations and organizations.

THE ACES®

1.•

Prices Good While Supplys Last!

4 Roll Pkg.

Lance resigned under
pressure in 1977 as
former President
Carter's budget director.

CP

Bush's Showboat

NI
Chevrolet

1 5/
1
2 Oz.

Chevrolet

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Vlasic Polish or Kosher

Turner

Dill

Ice Milk

•
7▪a

99

4

1 19

/
1
2 Gal.

46 oz.

W ite 1 ova

Turner

Field

Boloina
49
Gal.

1 Lb

Milk
$219
Stokley

20 Lb White

I

/

Potatoes
1 99
Coke, Sprite,
Tab or Mello Yello
V1 SAlde1=1111

18,000, steering, brakes and air, one owner,
new car trade-in.

'WAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLE
53-2617M

Peaches
694

Murray

SHELTER INSURANCE

Our favorite words:

"I've got
the Shield"
For your life, health,
home, car, we've got
the Shield for you.
Located
On
New
Concord
Hwy..Murray
Next To Lyon's
0 Electric

29 Oz. Can

Case $16.38

Pac
160i.
Plus
Deposit

Ili 1 Fr lilt 111'1

1j 641S.

CASW:neti*UTY
PARTS

Chevvolet

Cf10011_51311t

•

Tenneco Inc.-Occidental
Petroleum.
Camera-toting tourists
were kept waiting outside
during the viewings.
Hassan, who arrived
Saturday morning, also
went horseback riding
and was invited to have
dinner in the nearby
Great Smoky Mountains
with Bert Lance, a
Georgia banker with
close ties to World's Fair
organizers.

0

Warehouse Foods
623 South 4th

black limousine with
motorcycle escorts past
startled fair tourists to a
ribbon-cutting ceremony
at the Philippine pavilion
Sunday night.
Mrs. Marcos chatted
with Phyllis George
Brown, wife of Kentucky
Gov. John Brown Jr.,
during an outdoor performance of folk dancing
and tunes crooned by a
singer introduced as the
king of Philippine love
songs.
Earlier Sunday, Prince
Hassan bin Talal, 35year-old brother of Jordan's King Hussein I and
heir to the Arab nation's
throne, ended a two-day
visit to the World's Fair
with private viewings of
the pavilions of the
United States, Canada,
Saudi Arabia, Japan and

Jim Fain's Shelter
Insurance
voliproot rtmlifirthltk iErlit.I.14011

rjr!

At6n.-54,11s.o.-i p.m.
tS$41632
•
ALL THE MELD YOU'LL EVER NEED
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Caution about land urged by farmers
Kentucky farmers
should think twice before
putting marginal land into crop production, since
the profitability of this
practice has wavered
under rising production
costs and declining crop
prices.
Marginal farmland
comprises fields which
historically produce
yields below the farmer's
expectations. "This includes sloping land which
is susceptible to drouth
and those with
undesirable soil types,"
EROSION CONTROL — Daymond Carson and
his son Kenneth Carson stand in one of their grass
waterways that they have established for erosion
control on their farm. They have been doing a good
job in getting waterways established on cropland by
shaping,seeding,and maintaining with farm equipment for several years. Kenneth Carson stated,"If
we don't establish and maintain vegetative areas in
our major draws, it doesn't take long for gullies to
cut deep enough to prevent our combine from crossing these areas during harvest."

Caterpillar noticed
as tree insect pest
This is the time of year host tree, although during
when a large number of heavy buildup of this ininsect pests of trees are sect other species are
showing up. One that is also attacked). Mortality
most easily noticed and usually does not occur
recognized by the general unless a number of years
public is the 'eastern tent of complete defoliation
caterpillar. This pest is take place. Second, the
most noticeable along caterpillars have a habit
roadsides, and appears of migrating which poses
every year at different a problem for
levels of intensity. The homeowners who find the
most obvious sign of this larvae climbing or enterpest is the large, tent or ing their homes.
web that is constructed in
There are a few control
the crotch of a branch. measures that can be
The insects usually con- enacted, but they should
sume the entire leaves, be enacted as soon as
except for the large possible after the tents
veins. Feeding is usually are noticed. If the tents
over by late May.The lar- are easily accessible and
vae reach maturity about few in number, they can
six weeks after appear- be pruned off and burned.
ing. They then drop to the They must be destroyed
ground and go into a or the insects will leave
pupal stage. The moths the tents and go back into
usually emerge in June the trees. If this is not
and lay their eggs. Eggs possible, the following inof the eastern tent cater- secticides can be used:
pillar are shiny black Carbaryl, Malathion, or
masses which encircle Methoxychlor. The
the smaller twigs and are foliage should be
quite noticeable. The in- thoroughly wetted. Avoid
sect overwinters in the high dosage spraying of
egg stage; the process evergreens and Chinese
starting all over again in elm when using methoxlate March or early April ychlor, and do not spray
of the following year.
when temperatures are
The presence of the abnormally high. These
eastern tent caterpillar is pesticides should be obobjectionable more from tainable from most stores
an aesthetic point of view that carry farm and
than from its effect on the garden supplies. For
host tree. The problem is safety and for effective
twofold. First, it may results, carefully follow
completely defoliate wild the manufacturer's direccherry (the most usual tions found on the label.

By
Alben W.Barkley,II
Commissioner of
Agriculture
One of the best ideas
I've heard of to help solve
farmers' problems is a
system of mandatory
land retirement controlled by farmers.I liked this
program when I.. first
heard about it, and I like
it even better as I take a
closer look.
Basically, the plan
calls for a natitmal
referendum conducted by
the ASCS to see if
farmers are willing to set
aside a percentage of all
cropland acreage. If Si
percent of the farmers
approve, the set aside
would become mandatory. The amount to be
set aside would probably
be 15 percent _in-the first
year, with the amount being adjusted on a yearly
basis as necessary.
The main reason I think
this is a good idea is that
it addresses the real problem of agriculture —
overproduction. What
this will do is give
farmers more control
over prices through an influence on supply and demand. For example,
some experts think that
by bringing production
more into line with demand, this 15 percent
reduction would increase
corn prices by 30 percent.
Also, farmers will control this program, but at
the same time everybody
will be required to participate. As I reduce my
acreage, I will have the
assurance that my
neighbors will be cutting
back too. Those who don't
comply would have a 10day grace period to make
correction; then they
would be fined $500 an

acre.
Livestock producers
should also benefit from
the plan because,
historically, low grain
prices encourage overproduction in beef, pork,
and dairy products.
There are a lot of other
advantages, too.
Farmers could implement conservation
measures on the land
withdrawn from production, which would reduce
the threat of soil erosion
and enable farmers to improve the fertility of their
marginal land. Farmers
will also probably save on
fuel and fertilizer by not
planting marginal lands
and by spending more
management time on
land they do plant.
Consumers will benefit
too because the program
will be inexpensive to administer and will
eliminate the need for artificial prices and supports. The ASCS will
regulate the program
because it has the
necessary maps, acreage
figures, and knowledge.
Since ASCS already has
offices and staff across
the country, there will be
little additional cost.
Farm organizations will
handle day-to-day operations.
Probably the greatest
savings comes from the
fact that the goVernment
won't pay farmers to set
aside their land. The payment comes in the form
of farmers being able to
control the price they're
willing to produce for.
Finally, there will be
the safeguard of a
farmer-held grain
reserve. The reserve
would serve as a cushion
in a case of crop disaster
or short fall.

I would add, however,
that I believe we still
need to emphasize the importance of export
markets for agricultural
products. Also, in.order to
manage the program better, we need to consider
freezing imports. If
reduced.production _here
is met with increased imports from 'abroad, the
American farmer won't
really benefit.

°We Now Have A
Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service

When applied to soybeans, the same production costs total about $94
per acre. At a price of $6
per bushel, a 15 bushel
per acre return is required for the farmer to
break even.
The uncertainty of
marginal land use emphasizes the importance
of keeping careful field

record. Shurley recommends farmers record
yields and production
costs on a field-by-field
basis. "The farmer
should know which fields
are making him money,"
said Shurley. "Economic
conditions will indicate
when it will be profitable
to farm this marginal
land."

Tree field day June 2
Alree Farm Field Day
will be Wednesday, June
2, at 10 a.m. for all
private landowners and
anyone interested in
forestry in western Kentucky.
The starting point is
Averitt sawmill located 5
miles west of Cadiz, Kentucky on Highway 68. The
field trip will include a
tour of pine and hardwood harvest areas as
well as plantations of
pine, walnut and
paulonia. Lunch will be
served at the Barkley
Lodge courtesy of the
Kentucky Tree Farm
Committee. The field day
will end at Averitt's
sawmill at 2:30 prin. A
bus for the tour is provid-

ed.
According to Tom
Broadfoot, Area Chairman of the Kentucky
Tree Farm Committee,
"This field trip will allow
fellow Kentucky Tree
Farmers to get acquainted with each other
and particularly to learn
from what others are doing."
The Tree Farm Program is a national
organization and is sponsored in Kentucky by the

„Up

Kentucky Forest Industries Association. The
Tree Farm Program's
main objectives are to
promote good forest
management practices
and to give local and
statewide recognition to
those private landowners
who practice good
forestry.
For any further information needed, call
Tom Broadfoot at
Wickliffe, Kentucky 502335-3131, Extension 217.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

4111.

THE JOB
With a versatile
CASE lawn
& garden
tractor.
Jeffrey Paschall,son of
Mr. & Mrs. William
Gerald Paschall of Hazel
Rt. 1, has been selected
as Member of the Month
for April by the Calloway
County Chapter of Future
Farmers of America. Jeffrey was selected as a
result of winning both the
chapter and the Regional
Air-Cured tobacco production contest, ra
Superior in the
Crop Impromptu
ing contest, being a
member of the winning
Tobacco grading team at
Murray State Ag. Club
Field Day, and being
elected as 1982-83 President of the Calloway
County Chapter. He is a
junior this year at CCHS.

New
John Deere 510
Round Bailer Now
Available For Rent
$4.00 Per Bail

We Have A Complete
Line of Spray Rigs
Parts & Accessories
Brands Include:
Ace and Hypro
We Have Gear Driven Centrifical
Pumps, Roller Pumps, Belt Driven Centrifical Pumps, And Magnaclutch
Pumps

There is a Moreno! Ask your
neighbors shout us.

COME SEE US TODAY

Buchanan Feed
PURINA
CHOWS

•

GRY FARMRoute 4, Box

Murray, Ky.

Murray, Kentucky 42071
'61

money and hauling and
drying. If the farmer is
producing corn, this
amounts to about $134 per
acre, according to
Shurley. if corn is bringing $2.75 per bushel,
there must be a 50 bushel
per acre return to the
farmer to cover his cash
expenses," the specialist
said.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
753-3404

448

Tough. Rugged.
Dependable. That's a
CASE. CASE makes
'em from 8 to 18
horsepower.pip_wikg

WjeGrain

Merchandising
RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

McKeel Eq.-Mk-a
503 Weise
753-3062

Southern States

Black Shcnk,..Blue Mdd...

ATTENTION FARMERS)

Bag Fertilizer
6-24-24 $205 atm
5-20-20 $189 a ton
5-10-15 $180..
Seed Beans of All Kinds

Industrial Rd.

pasture lands into crop
production. Production
costs and crop prices
were such that farming
marginal land was profitable."
Now, with crop prices
relatively low and production costs on the rise,
Shurley says the profitability of marginal
land use must be questioned.
Expenses on marginal
land already in production include fertilizer,
lime, chemicals, fuel, oil,
interest on operating

Mandatory land retirement
discussed by commissioner

We At Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Invite
Everyone
To Stop By
And Compare Our
Prices On All
Lawn & Garden Needs'.

753-5378

explained Dr. Don
Shurley, extension farm
management specialist
at the University of Kentucky College of
Agriculture's Research
and Education Center in
Princeton.
Corn and soybean
acreage "has increased
more than 50 percent
since 1973 and a good part
of this upswing can be attributed to the utilization
of marginal land. "In recent years," said
Shurley, "farmers have
brought woodlands and

'•
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GetsThem Coming
and Going
Ridomil kills black shank
and blue mold in two ways.
Ridomil destroys the disease in the soil before it ever
gets to the tobacco plant.
And Ridomil waits inside
the plant (it's a systemic)
to destroy any disease

GROW'.MASTER

organisms that might get
by the first line of defense.
Two hard blows at black
shank and blue mold with
one powerful fungicide.
Ridomil. Yours, at our
store, today.
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Murray places third in team standings

Tiger duo knocks off No.1 seed in First Region
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
A brace of pearl handled pistols couldn't have
made a better pair than
Murray High's Robert
Stout and Shawn Parker
this weekend.
The two complemented
each other's net play with
proper timing and precision and the result was a
First Region doubles
championship.
In the final match of the
Friday-Saturday regional
tournament at Murray
State, Stout and Parker
upset No.1 seeded Nathan

Rowton and Jim Sea bury
of Paducah Tilghman, 64, 7-6.
Seeded third, the Tiger
duo eliminated Darryn
Diuguid and Kerry Lancaster, 6-4, 7-5, in the
semifinals to advance to
the championship round.
The doubles finalists
had never met during the
regular season and Murray coach Jerry Shelton
was a little concerned
about his team's chances.
"Tilghman had beat
Christian County, 8-2, and
Christian County had
beat us, so I was a little

worried. I'm sure Robert
and Shawn felt the
pressure ... after playing
all day I'm sure their
arms felt like lead,"
Shelton said.
But if Stout and Parker
were fatigued, it didn't
show. And if they felt the
pressure, it was only
from the explosions
across the court.
Rowton and Seabury's
game plan went awry at
several •inopportune
moments and the frustration brought a couple
minor temper displays.
"It always helps when

IMPAHo

I

P,DOWN,FORE AND AFT- Murray High's doubles duo of Robert Stout
1 with headband, at right of both photos) and Shawn Parker, upset the No.1
seeded team of Nathan Rowton-Jim Seabury of Paducah Tilghman for the
First Region championship. Stout and Parker advance to the state tournament, Friday and Saturday in Lexington. Stout, a sophomore, and Parker, a
freshman, were seeded third in the regional tourney held in Murray over the
weekend.
Staff photos by Jim Rector
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Connors primed for French Open,
seeks first Grand Slam win in years

GOOD/YEAR

GREAT-SELLING CUSTOM POLYSTEEL RADIAL
AT SALE $
PRICES!
VVhotewall
P15.5/801313
Plus Ss 53 PET
No Trade Needed

Whitewall
Size

SA&E PRICE

FET
Ple trade
nawleil.

P 1 1', H044 Li

552 00

$1 79

ff 195 75ti 1 4
P2 1 5 7514 1 4
P705 75141',

$6500

$218

$76 00
568 00

$2 48
$747

P275 /5(41',

578 00

$2 78

• Steel and polyesterCustom Polysteel gives you
both,
• Gas-saving radial construction
• Sure-tooted traction, rain
or shine

.. _

Sale Ends June 5th

RIB HI-MILER.
A LOW-PRICER.
LIGHT TRUCK TIRE
NOW ON SALE.

• Pre,,se nandling dependable
Performance comfortable ride
• Special tread design for
posstive traction on wet and dry
roads White Letter Sidewalis

• Long low-cost mileage
• Heavy-duty strength bruise-resistant
carcass
• ButtreSeed shoulders for stability and wear

Sale
Pries
Per Tire

Plan PET.
Me trade
areaded.

P1 95/70R 13
P1 95/70R 14
P225/70R 14
P225/70R15
P205/60R 13
P245/60R 14
P255/OOR 15

1189.00
$77.15
$84.85
$56.50
$70.05
$89.10
$96.25

$2.14
$2 24
$2.80
$2.89
$2.08
$2.86
$3.08

1295
7195

Other slum also Sale PrIcied.
Now thru June 5th

BRAKE SERVICE
YOUR CHOICE

77
import or domestic CAM additional Dart,and
services extra if needed*
eneksdaer Install now hoed grease seals
Peck front wheel Peering.. inspect hydraulic system, add fluid, road test
2-Whew, Pewit Oleo: Install new front
brake pacts. nasurtmcia Iront rotors in.
spect Calipers
OS
4-Where4 Omen: install new brake lining
and resurface all tour drums
hurriwitod 12 months or 12 000 moires viditchever conwe beet

Per Tire
7 00-15 Ellackwal
Tube Type Load
anoe C Plus
PET No
2
Track Needed

;

Per Tire
750-16 Blackwell
Tube Type Load
Range 0 Plua
$354 PET No
Trade Nestled

Balm Ends Saturday, Juno 5th

OUR VERY POPULAR
TIRE POWER STREAK II
AT A MOST
POPUI AR PRIM• Otsr newest
dragons!.
ply tire
• Indrvodu•I crossaloes of tough
polyester for
strength
• Shoulder-seroprng
edges for extra
Coto into curves
„
ms=
.
874-13
0741- 1 4
070-14
0711- I4
70-10

we
er

WHEEL
ALIGNMENT

rift41

P 1
1 550:47
COM'I,!

• Inspect all few ores correct es presaum • See
front Cl red *heel .aster cantata and toe to
wooer airotTioin • Kir.suspension and sum
orsllapena.on
imit
ias
most s carssard imports with
andom
trucks and cars
gIrSlrut correction entre Pais
sci
'
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C
ee Mt
Pit.

SSG 44
meg Es
tuei 25
messes

111 53
al 70
$1.0
$225
112 36
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rC,leCM

s4 (502) 763-011115

23915

I

aid
every
miles - or whenever needed Valid only at Mr
Store slum pool/ow ono tbee net Cover
the rettlaceierent of tires antl/or porta that
booms can or damaged "weeders rad if
Weld work affecting Me OVIMOM Is performed be ang other outlet

GOODprEAR
RUDOLPH TIM ALIGNMENT=
Prim. srndisi. ed mast El Mb bre
dip as arida III./be Iambi.

OAK
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5
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- Ask apt our liberal budget terms.

721 South 121h Street - Murray, Ky. 42071

either defending champion Bjorn Borg or topranked John McEnroe.
Connors, who held the
top spot in the rankings
for five years until he lost
it to Borg in 1979, recently
regained the No.2 spot
from Czechoslovakia's
Ivan Lendl in the Association of Tennis Professionals rankings.
Although Connors has

SCOREBOARD

atoSha

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck arts...save 10-50%

HIGH PERFORMANCE RADIAL
AT _$ALE PRICES!
EAGLE ST

Mew Letter
Mee

PARIS ( AP)- Jimmy
Connors was primed for
an attempt at something
he has not managed in
four years - a victory at
a Grand Slam tennis
event.
Connors, 29, was topseeded at the ;917,500
French Open, which got
under way today on the
red clay courts at Roland
Garros Stadium without

Your discount arts su ormart

motor Rib count and
s.dewali styirng vary with
sue Not all bras look exactly
ii.e Imp shown

Per The
P162 70e13
FET at 91
No Trade Steeled

Stout, the sophomore,
and Parker, the
freshman, will be
representing Murray in
the state tournament,
Friday and Saturday, at
the University of Kentucky in Lexington.
Did they ever think, at
the first of the season,
they'd make it as far as
they have?
After a glance in each
other's direction they
answered simultaneously,"Yah."
Shelton said one major
factor going for the young
netters was the amount of
support from the partisan
crowd. "Murray is a tennis town," Shelton said,
"and it really pumps the
players up when they
know this kind of turnout
will be supporting them.
The fan support was
tremendous the whole
tournament."
Approximately 75 spectators attended the championship matches Saturday afternoon.
In other tournament action, 44.1 seoded boys'
singles player Robert
Rudd (Tilghman) held off
Christian County's Kirk
Lancaster,6-3, 6-1, for the
championship.
Rudd advanced
through the semifinals by
knocking off No.3 seeded
Scott Bratton ( Lone Oak),
3-6, 6-1, 6-2; and Lancaster, seeded No.4,
upset second seeded Tony
Farnum ( Marshall County), 5-7, 6-3, 6-3; to earn a
finals berth.
Girls' singles produced
an upset in the championship round as No,3 seed
Karen Herndon (Lone
Oak) blasted No.1 LuAnn
Diuguid (Christian County),6-2,6-2, for the title.
Herndon also upset
No.2 seeded Lee Porter
( Hopkinsville), 6-2, 6-2, in
the semifinals.
Girls' doubles saw both
won five Grand Slam
County pairs,
Christian
events, he never has
made it to the finals of the ranked first and second in
French Open. His last the tourney, finish with
Grand Slam triumph was top seeded Suzi Wilkins
in 1978, when he won his and Kim Austin in first
and Julie Lippert-Cathy
third U.S. Open title.
Thweatt second.
Wilkins-Austin claimed
Following Connors in
order of their seedings the crown by defeating
were Lendl, Argentina's their teammates, 7-6, 6-2,
Guillermo Vilas and Jose in the finals.
The girls' doubles
Luis Clerc.
sweep assured Christian
County of the runnerup
position in team standings as the CCHS girls
finished with 11 total
points. The CCHS boys
squad did likewise, tallying 11 points and finishing
second behind Tilghman
(12).
The girls' standings
were not as close as Lone
Oak finished a commanding six points ahead
of CCHS with 17 total
points.
Both Murray High
teams placed third - the
Tigers collected eight
NATIONAL LEAGUE
points, the Lady Tigers
Eastern Division
six.
W L Pct. GB
595 17
25
St. Louis
Teams were awarded
56115
II
23
New York
one point for each match
3
.525
19
21
Philadelphia
4
.500
19
19
Montreal
win and the remaining
7
.429
24
It
Chicago
results were: Girls 7
.421
16
22
Pittsburgh
Hopkinsville 4; Tilghman
Western Division
.634
15
26
Atlanta
Mayfield 3, Marshall
4,
4
.5311
HI
21
Diego
San
County 3, Fort Campbell
.50155
21
21
Los Angeles
'75
.452
11 23
Houston
2, Providence 2, West
.442
19 24
San Francisco
Hopkins 1, Caldwell
94
.400
24
16
Cincinnati
Saturday's Games
County 1, Ballard 0, Lyon
Philadelphia S. Atlanta 2
County 0. Boys - MarChicago 2,San Francisco 1
shall County 6, West
Montreal 4, Cincinnati2
New York 6, Houston 2.12 innings
Hopkins 5, Lone Oak 4,
2
Louis
Los Angeles 3,St.
Mayfield 3, Fort CampSan Diego 12, Pittsburgh 3
Sunday's Games
2, Ballard 1, Lyon
bell
Philadelphia 2, Atlanta 1
County 1, Providence 0,
Montreal 4, Cincinnati 2
San Francisco 4, Chicago 3, 10 innCaldwell County 0.

you see your opponent
getting upset," Stout
said. And Parker, who
admitted his final game
wasn't exactly up to par,
explained his team's
ability to deal with the
pressure, "He (Stout)
never gets ruffled. I get
upset sometimes, but he
never does."
Sounding like a pair of
veterans, together for
years, Shelton revealed
the truth about the duo.
"The most exciting thing
about them," he said, "is
that they're a sophomore
and a freshman."

Pro basketball
playoffs
National Basketball Association
Playoffs At A Glance
CONFERENCE FINALS
Best of Seven
Eastern Conference
Sunday, May II
Boston 121, Philadelphia II
Wedneeday, May 12
Philadelphia 121, Boston 113
Saturday, May 1$
Philadelphia 99, Boston 97
Sunday,May 16
Philadelphia 119, Boston 94
Wednesday's Game
Boston 114. Philadelphia 15
Friday's Game
Boston St Philadelphia 75 .
Sunday's Game
Philadelphia 120, Boston 106,
Philadelphia wins series 4-3
Western Conference
Smedley, May II
Los Angeles 126,San Antonio 117
Tuesday,May II
Los Anrceles Ill.San Antonio 101
Friday, May 14
Los Angeles III,San Antonio let
Saturday, May 15
Lee Angeles 122, San Antonio 123, Los
Angeles wins senes 44

FINALS

Professional baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Eastern Division
W L Pct. GB
13
2S
Boston
2
.641
14
25
Detroit
7
513
20 19
Milwaukee
7
.513
19
20
New York
462
21
II
Baltimore
105
.425
23
17
Toronto
11
410
23
16
Cleveland
Western Division
.667
13
26
Chicago
.651
15
California
4
.564
17
22
Kansas City
11
_465
23
20
Oakland
94
.432
19 25
Seattle
.306
25
134
11
Texas
1114
_273
12 32
Minnesota
Saturday's Gaines
Baltimore6,Toronto*
Detroit 5. California 1
Boston 7, Oakland 4
Seattle 7, Milwaukee 1
New York I. Minnesota 0
Chicago 7, Cleveland 3
Texas 3, Kansas City 1, 12 innings
Sunday's Games
Toronto 7, Baltimore I
California 7, Detroit 2
New York 4, Minnesota 2
Boston I. Oakland IL 54 innings, rain
Cleveland I. Chicago 4, 14 innings
Seattle.. Nth/ante*,11 innings
Kansas City S. Texas 3

21

Mendsy'a Gases

Bed elSeven
Baltimore(McGregor 4-31 at Toronto
Thursday May 27
( Clancy 4-2)
Los Angeles at Philadelphia, in)
California (Kinn 341 at Boston
Sunday May 311
(Hardt4On/
Los Angeles at Philadelphia
Kansas City (Splitter(' 2-3) at
Tuesday Jame 1
Chicago(Hoyt$4.In)
Philadelphia at Los Angeles,( n
Cleveland Barker 4-21 at Minnesota
'ffmrsday Jane 3
Filson 114 1, 111.1
Philadelphia at Los Angeles,(a 1
Only gamesscheduled
Seindpy Jebel
TamilaylOaasai
i.e. Aimed, at Philadelphia, if
bt Boston.In)
COWIN'
needed'
refelltelltSee Tart,tnt
Tiassdlay JuneI
lialbwink al Taxis,(a)
Philadeidid at Lee Angeles, (al it
Kasargallpat Chicago(a)
needed
•
•

flur.lIJS1I•
Las Angeles at Philadelpde.Int
needed

abbe.(a)

ts1 .

ings, lit game
San Francisco 6,Chicago 3,2nd game
Los Angelef'5,St. Louis*
Pittsburgh 4,Sao Diego 2
New York 2, Houston I
Moidare Gamma
Philadelphia !Carlton 44I at Cincinnati Seaver 141, 1111
New York I Zachry 3-1 i at Atlanta
•
( Dayley 1-11, in)
Montreal I Gultickson 2-31 at Houston
K nipper 2-41, n1
Chicago I Notes 5-31 at San Diego
In)
Robinson 441 et Los
Pittsburgh
Angeles(Stewart 1-11, tnt
St. Louis I Andular 3-31 at San Francisco (Gele1-31,

Tvanday's811111011

.

Philadelphia at Cincinnati.(II

New York at Atlanta.(a)
Montreal at Hassan,in)
(II)
Diego,
Chicago atlas
Masbate§ M Log Aggales, n
St. Loeb 411‘111Printlera, tnt

Mao
/IA

Southold* **odor

Purcell-Hooper
win Grand Prix
Murray native Mel
Purcell teamed- with tennis partner Chip Hooper
to win the doubles championship of the $75,000
Grand Prix Tourney at
Munich, West'Germany,
Sunday;
Purcell and Hooper
defeated Tian ViljoenDocile Visser, 6-4, 74, for
the title.
In singles finals, Gene
Mayer defeated Peter
Elter, 34,6-3, 64„ for the
championship.

„Aar ..rt
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Indy 500 field
completed, race
setfor Saturday
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — The 66th Indianapolis
500-mile race, mixing an impressive blend of youth
and experience, will take the green starting flag
next Sunday.
It will be the fastest lineup in history and, for the
first time since 1958, without a defending champion.
The 33-car field was completed Sunday,the fourth
and final day of qualifications. Except for a brief
practice session Thursday, the Indianapolis Motor
Speedway will be closed until race day.
The two weeks of practice and time trials saw a
jump in speed from a year ago, when Bobby Unser
captured the pole position at 200.546 mph and went
on to win his third and most controversial Indy 500.
Teammates Rick Mears and Kevin Cogan, helped
by improved engine and chassis designs, led this
year's chase for speed and placed identical Penske
race cars side-by-side on the front row during the
first weekend of qualifications.
First Cogan shattered Tom Sneva's four-year-old
qualifying record with a four-lap average of 204.082
mph. Then Mears,the 1979 winner, wrested the pole
position from his teammate with a run at 207.004. In
practice, Mears recorded a lap at an unofficial
Speedway record 208.7.
Four-time winner A.J. Foyt earned a start for a
record 25th consecutive Indy race by qualifying
next to Cogan on the outside of the front row with an
average of 203.332.
Five other drivers, including Sneva and former
winners Mario Andretti and Gordon Johncock, also
qualified above 200 mph. The entire 33-car field
averaged a record 197.740,some 5.2 mph faster than
the previous record set in 1978. And the slowest
speed among this year's qualifiers, 194.154 by
Mears' older brother, Roger, was faster than 24 of
-last year's starting 33 and far ahead of the 186.008
that brought up the rear a year ago.
Unser, who finally gained recognition as the 1981
champion last fall after a successful appeal of a
one-lap penalty, will be the only one of the seven
still-active former winners to miss this year's race.
He decided to pass up a chance for his 20th straight
Indy race in order to work full time as team
manager for Mexico's Josele Garza, an obligation
he took on in the wake of last year's turmoil.
The last Indy winner not to defend his crown the
next year was Sam Hanks, who announced his
retirement after the 1957 race. The 48-year-old
Unser emphasized, however, that he will drive in
other races this season and that he has no intention
of retiring.
The other former winners in this year's lineup,
both three-time champions, are Johnny Rutherford
and Al Unser — Bobby's younger brother — who
qualified in the fourth and sixth rows, respectively.
This year's prize package is again expected to
total more than $1.5 million. Last year's purse was
a record $1.61 million, and first place paid nearly
$300,000.

Murray athletes
well-represented
in state track meet
LEXINGTON — Murray athletes were well
represented in the Class
AA and A state track and
field meet in Lexington,
Friday and Saturday.
Two second places, a
sixth and a seventh were
brought home by the four
local athletes from
Calloway County and
Murray high schools.
High jumper Mark
Boggess, the lone Tiger
qualifier, cleared sixfeet-four to become the
runnerup to Class A
champion Walter Kevitt
of Somerset. Kevitt
claimed the title with a 66 effort.
Hurdler Brad Miller
was the runnerup contestant for the Lakers as he
placed second in the 300meter Class AA hurdles.
Miller's 39.73 clocking
was topped only by Woodford County's Mike
Gormley at 39.14.

Placing sixth in the
girls' 100 meter dash, also
Class AA, was Lady
Laker speedster Gina
Walker. Walker ran a 13.4
as compared to the winning time of 12.91 set by
Enid Kemp of Newport.
Mike Holloway,
another Laker qualifier,
cleared 11-feet to take
seventh place in the pole
vault. The junior vaulter
saw the top mark of 12-6
achieved by Chris Rose of
Fort Knox.
Boys team standings
placed North Hardin first
in boys Class AAA,
Paducah Tilghman first
in AA, and Trigg County
first in Class A.
In girls' competition,
Lexington Bryan Station
took top honors in Class
AAA, Newport was champion in Class AA, and
Forth Campbell was best
in Class A.

Jinx of champions continues: Celtics lose
BOSTON (API — The
roller-coaster series is
over.
When the wild and
wacky ride to the National Basketball
Association finals reached the end of the line, the
Philadelphia 76ers were
ready for another spin.
The Boston Celtics got off
reluctantly.
The much-maligned
76ers rebounded from an
88-75 loss in Philadelphia
Friday night to outplay
the Celtics for a 120-106
triumph Sunday. That
gave the 76ers the
Eastern Conference title
in seven games and a
date in Philadelphia
Thursday night for the

opener of the best-ofseven NBA title series
with the Los Angeles
Lakers.
"After Friday night, we
were down," said a
delighted Harold Katz,
the 76ers owner. "I went
into the Spectrum as a
hero and when I left, they
( the fans) could have killed me."
Now, he and his team
can go back as the toasts
of a town of fickle fans
who stick by their teams
in success and get down
on them in failure.
The series that
featured broad swings of
fortune began with a 40point Boston victory. But

the 76ers won the next
three games. Then the
Celtics romped by 29
points in Game 5 before
winning again Friday
night. The final swing
went to Philadelphia with
the help, appropriately,
of a player who had an
up-and-down series.

"It was very important
for me as leader of our
team to reflect the attitude our players have
and stand for," he said.
"It's very important not
to be boastful and maintain our dignity when we
win and not be sad or embarrassed if we lose."

Sharpshooting Andrew
Toney, who had scored 39
points in the fourth game
but only three in Game 6,
fired in 14 of 23 field goal
attempts and 34 points to
lead all scorers Sunday.
Julius Erving, subdued
outside but happy inside,
was a model of calm after
scoring 29 points, 20 of
them in the second half.

The 76ers were in control throughout the game,
allowing the defending
champions to take only
three leads, 7-4, 7-6 and

Yankees cleaning up with Mayberry in lineup
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
The New Ycirk Yankees are cleaning up, thanks to
John Mayberry.
"He really hasn't been hitting for average yet,
but he's been giving us production," says Yankee
Manager Gene Michael. "The more he plays, the
more he's going to get his swing back."
Suffering from a power shortage earlier this
season, the Yankees are getting some new-found
spark from Mayberry's bat in the cleanup position
— including three hits and a two-run single in the
seventh inning Sunday that paced New York to a 4-2
victory over the Minnesota Twins.
-John likes men in scoring position. He likes to be
the big guy in there. Hitting fourth doesn't bother
him. I like that," Michael said.
Although Mayberry, who came in a trade with
Toronto, is only hitting .244, Sunday's run production gave him nine ,RBI in his 45 at-bats in New
York.
Ron Guidry, 7-1, scattered seven hits over seven
innings and gained his fifth straight victory with
relief help from Rich Gossage, who recorded his
11th save.
Loser Bob Castillo, 2-2, gave up a one-out doubt
to Andre Robertson in the Yankee seventh, then
issued an intentional walk to Dave Collins. He fell

behind Oscar Gamble 3-1 and was relieved by
former Yankee Ron Davis who walked Gamble to
load the bases for Mayberry.
Minnesota had tied the game 1-1 in the sixth on
Gary Gaetti's run-scoring single.
Elsewhere in the American League, it was Boston
6, Oakland 0 in a 5'2-inning game shortened by
rain; Seattle 6, Milwaukee Sin 11 innings; Toronto
7, Baltimore 1; California 7, Detroit 2; Kansas City
5, Texas 3 and Cleveland 6, Chicago 4 in 14 innings.
Red Sox 6, A's 0
Jim Rice and Dave Stapleton hit bases-empty
homers in the third inning and Dennis Eckersley
scattered three hits as Boston beat Oakland in a
game twice delayed by rain and finally halted after
512 innings.
Trailing 1-0 after two innings, and following a 1hour, 7-minute delay, Oakland starter Mike Norris,
2-4, surrendered a leadoff blast by Rice, his eighth
of the year, and two outs later, Stapleton hit his
fourth of the season.
-I'm surprised Eckersley pitched as well as he
did," said Oakland Manager Billy Martin, fuming
because the game wasn't postponed. "Norris was
all over the place."
Eckersley improved his record to 5-3.
Mariners 6,Brewers 5
Manny Castillo's RBI single with two out in the

Phillies alter plans, but persist to beat Braves
By JOHN NELSON
AP Sports Writer
Scratch Plan A.
"Once you've lost a nohitter, the next thing you
think about is the
shutout," says Dick
Ruthven of the
Philadelphia Phillies.
Scratch Plan B.
"Then, you start thinking about saving the
game itself."
That's Plan C, and
Ruthven was thankful he
did not have to use more
of the alphabet Sunday
against the Atlanta
Braves.
Ruthven pitched seven
hitless innings, losing his
no-hit bid when Bob
Horner, the first batter in
the eighth, singled. Two
more singles, by Chris
Chambliss and Bruce
Benedict, produced an
Atlanta run, but Ruthven
and the Phillies held on
for a 2-1 victory.
Ruthven was asked if
he was aware that he
hadn't allowed a hit and,
if so, when he started
thinking about pitching
his first no-hitter.

Where: Calloway County High School
When: May 31 - June 4, 1982
Time: 9:00-12:00(5th-8th Grades)
1:00-4:00(9th-12th Grades)
Cost: $25.00
Registration will be from 8:00 a.m.-9:00 a.m. on Monday for
the 5th grade-8th grade.
Registration will be from 12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m. on Monday
for the 9th grade - 12th grade.
THINGS TO BRING TO REGISTRATION:
Physical Slip IL Money
All campers must have a physical and approval slip from your
family physician unless you have one on file at your school from
this past year's participation in athletics.
EQUIPMENT:
Shorts, socks, and shoes (t-shirts will be furnished)
Awards (for each grade level).
Free-Throw Trophy, One-On-One Trophy, Mister Hustle
Trophy, Best Defensive Player Trophy, Best Rebounder Trophy.
If you plan to attend camp, please return the form below to
the Conaway County Board of Education, by Friday, May 28,
1982_
NAME:
ADDRESS:
•

# PARENT'S SIGNATURE

• -•,r.

.

"'

-

•

11th inning lifted Seattle over Milwaukee. Dave
Henderson led off with a single against Rollie
Fingers, 2-5, and was sacrificed to second. Fingers
walked Rick Sweet, then retired Julio Cruz on a
popup for the second out before Castillo hit an 0-2
pitch to score the winning run.
Bill Caudill, 5-2, the fourth Seattle pitcher, worked the final 2 1-3 innings for the victory.
Blue Jays 7, Orioles 1
Luis Leal pitched a five-hitter and Damaso Garcia drove in two runs to pace Toronto over
Baltimore. Leal, 3-2, limited the Orioles to just four
singles and a double.
The Blue Jays broke two streaks when they
erupted for three runs in the fourth inning to chase
Sammy Stewart, 4-3. Lloyd Moseby snapped the
Blue Jays'scoreless streak at 23 innings when he hit
an RBI double. The run also ended the Orioles'
scoreless pitching streak at 36 innings.
Angels 7, Tigers 2
Bobby Grich had three hits and drove in two runs
and Steve Renko hurled a four-hitter as California
defeated error-prone Detroit. Renko, 5-1, struck out
two and gave up only a pair of walks.
The Tigers committed four errors, leading to
three unearned runs for the Angels. Dan Petry, 4-3.
was the loser, giving up nine hits and six of the
Angels' runs.

Dodger shutout marks team turnaround
"Anyone who doesn't
know he hasn't given up a
hit must be on the moon
or somewhere," Ruthven
said. "Unless I lose
count, I always know how
many I've given up, even
if it's a lot.
"I began thinking about
the no-hitter as early as
the third inning, probably," he added.
Ruthven, now 3-3,
retired the first 14 batters. He did not allow a
baserunner until walking
Chambliss with two out in
the fifth. He walked one
more hitter and struck
out Dale Murphy three
times before Ed Farmer
took over in the ninth.
The victory was
Philadelphia's second
straight after losing four
in a row, while the National League Westleading Braves have lost
two in a row after winn-

ing three straight.
Around the rest of the
league, Los Angeles
blanked St. Louis 5-0,
Montreal downed Cincinnati 4-2, Pittsburgh
defeated San Diego 4-2
and New York blanked
Houston 2-0. San Francisco swept a doubleheader from Chicago,
winning the opener 4-3 in
11 innings and the
nightcap 6-3.
The Braves-Phillies
game also produced a
milestone for first
baseman Pete Rose, who
played in his 500th consecutive game. Rose
drove in a run in the
Philadelphia third with a
grounder, and Garry
Maddox's RBI double in
the second inning off
Atlanta right-hander Phil
Niekro, 2-1, scored
Philadelphia's first run.
Dodgers 5, Cards 0

* ***** ** *

Los Angeles righthander Bob Welch allowed five hits and struck out
seven to hand Bob Forsch
of St. Louis his first loss
of the season. Pedro
Guerrero drove in two
runs with a triple to spark
the Dodgers' three-run
first inning.
Welch, 5-2, walked just
two and did not allow a
runner past second base
for his second shutout and
third complete game of
the season. The Dodger
starter allowed two men
to reach base in only one
inning, the fourth, when
George Hendrick singled
and Ken Oberkfell walked.
Forsch, now 5-1, allowed five runs on 10 hits
through five innings.
"We feel right now
were going to make our
move," said Manager
Tom Lasorda. whose

Dodgers reached the .500
mark.
Expos 4, Reds 2
Montreal completed a
three-game sweep at Cincinnati with the help of
some extra-base hitting
from Tim Raines and the
pitching of Steve Rogers
and Jeff Reardon.
Raines slugged two
doubles, driving in three
runs, and Rogers scattered 10 hits in 7 1-3 innings before Reardon
finished up for his
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seventh save. Reardon
held the Reds hitless over
the final 1 2-3 innings to
hand Cincinnati its fifth
straight loss.
Pirates 4, Padres 2
John Candelaria posted
his first victory in more
than a year, scattering
six San Diego hits over 7
2-3 innings and helping
Pittsburgh snap a threegame losing streak. Lee
Lacy drove in a pair of
Pirate runs with a double
and triple.

Introducing the

•`• * ** * *

4,*

Directed By Jack Pack, Head Boys' Basketball Coach

FAMILY PHYSICIAN:
PHONE:
WHO TO CONTACT IN CASE OF EMERGENCY:

32-31. Their poise was in
contrast to last season's
Eastern Conference
series in which they took
a 3-1 advantage over
Boston, then blew leads in

each of the last three and trailed by nine to 17
games.
points throughout the
fourth
period.
Boston's loss kept in"If Toney had an off
tact the jinx of champions. Not since the game we probably would
Celtics won their second have won," said Bird,
consecutive title in 1968- who scored 20 points,
69 has a club successfully Robert Parish led Boston
with 23, and Kevin
defended its crown.
M cHa le also had 20.
Philadelphia reached
Boston, foiled in its atthe final for the third time tempt for a 15th title, was
in six years. Its only the victim of its own
championship since mov- mistakes as much as
ing from Syracuse in 1963 Philadelphia's acwas in 1967.
complishments. The
Larry Bird scored six Celtics turned the ball
points in an 8-0 Boston over 22 times and conrun that cut nected on 43.8 percent of
Philadelphia's lead to 64- their field goal attempts,
62 midway through the both their second poorest
third quarter. But the performances of the
Celtics came no closer series.

Red Sox blank A's in rain

Laker Camp Of Champions
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Germantown Horse Show
scheduled from June 1 to 5

State Council on Higher Education
to sponsor three special programs

1

The 34th annual Germantown Charity Horse
Show will be at Germantown, Tenn., (just
east of the Memphis city
limits on Highway 72)
from June 1 through June
5. Show leaders have set
their goal to make this
year's Horse Show the
Although students
biggest and best ever to
won't receive college
be in the Germantown
credit, they will get a
arena.
chance to attend science
Prize money and
classes, develop reading
tropies will total more
and writing skills and
than $30,000. Some 400 enobserve practices at
tries are expected to be
medical centers.
on hand to compete in the
125 classes. The show
opens Tuesday, June 1, at
6:30 p.m. with the hunters
and jumpers performing.
CALLAWAY COUNTY 4-H'ers participating recently in the Purchase Area
speech and demonstration contest were: Sherri Tidwell, Leigh Ann Steely,
Walking horses, saddle
Leland Steely, Chris Lamb,Heather Welch, Tracy Henry,Kim Shelton, Doug
horses, roadsters and fine
McKinney,LaDawn Cook and Jenny Henry.
harness horses and
ponies will also perform
— Wednesday, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
Six faculty members at engineering technology; on a project to develop an nights at 6:30 p.m.
An added attraction at
Murray State University Dr. Thomas Hejkal, English course designed
have been awarded 1982 assistant professor specifically for foreign the Thursday and Saturday night performances
summer grants totaling biology; Dr. George students with limited exalmost $9,200 through the James, associate pro- perience with the English will be the Memphis
Blues Brass Band, a
campus Teaching and fessor in the Department language.
drum and bugle corps of
Media Resource Center of Political Science and
Hejkal will develop a
for teaching-related pro- Legal Studies; and Dr. laboratory manual for over 100 members.
OATIN
jects.
Phillip Niffenegger, students enrolled in the
They are: Doris Cella, assistant professor in the introductory
,cell biology
coordinator of the Department of Manage- courses.
—
English program at the ment and Marketing.
Datsun Heavy Duty Long bed
Greer's project is the
Learning Center; Dr.
Dr. Tracy Harrington, development of a series
Adults 149
Fred Cornelius, assistant director of the center, of instructional units
Nursery 5
professor of English; said the summer grants designed to teach the
5-18-82
Marlin E. Greer, program was begun in function and use of comNo Newborn Admission
associate professor of 1978 to provide an munications electronics
Dismissals
academic support service equipment.
William Dale Linsman,
for faculty members.
James will develop a
Financial assistance curriculum and instruc- Rt. 1, Springville, Tenn.,
through the grants pro- tional materials for the Doris F. Timmons, Rt. 1,
Datsun King Cab'
Aerial stunts and gram is designed to en- state and local govern- Gilbertsville, Nadeen J.
airplane exhibits will courage improvement of ment course taught in his Schroader, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Adell Ballard, 1103 A.
highlight the Air Show at instruction and develop- department.
the Paris-Henry County ment of new and inNiffenegger's project Eastwood, Paris, Tenn.,
Airport Saturday,June 5. novative approaches to involves the development Ralph E. Darnell, Rt. 1,
' Various activities in- instruction.
of a videocassette case Farmington,
Jane Anne Morris and
clude parachute jumps,
He added that grants study for use in analysis
static displays, military are awarded on a com- of marketing techniques. Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hazel,
fly-bys, ultralight air- petitive basis with
Harrington said the Cindy T. Lassiter and
craft flights, airplane primary consideration staff at the Teaching and Baby Girl, Rt. 6, Mary
rides and gyro-copter given to enhancing the Media Resource Center Elizabeth Miller,* 713
rides.
quality of the education will be working closely Riley, Carolyn J. AlexSponsored by the EAA experienced by Murray with the grant recipients ander, Rt. 7, Jerry M.
Chapter 734 in Paris, ad- State University on the design, develop- Key,1616 Sycamore,
mission will be $2 per per- students.
Georgine Wells, 1208
ment, production and
son with children under
Ms. Cella and Cornelius evaluation of their pro- Melrose, Kenneth E.
Winker, 2100
12 admitted free.
will be working to:ether 'ects.

tucky State University.
The final session opens
July 6 at the University of
Louisville.
The students were
chosen from mostly rural
counties around the state
which have traditionally
experienced shortages of
trained medical profesSixty-two recent high sionals.
school graduates will
The program, officially
take part in the six-week called the Professional
, programs, which begin Education Preparation
June 9 at the University Program, was authorized
of Kentucky and Ken- by the 1980 General
FRANKFORT, Ky.
.
AP — The state Council
on Higher Education will
sponsor special programs
at three Kentucky universities this summer for incoming students interested in medical and
dental careers_

Assembly, which appropriated 6150,000 for it
after many rural
legislators expressed
concern about shortages
of physicians and dentists
in their areas.
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Newborns and dismissals
listed by Murray hospital

Events planned
at aerial show

Gas or Diesels
Now Thru May 29th, 1982

MURRAY DATSUN
WE ARE DRIVEN
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Ty Irby of Semmes,
Ala., will judge the walking horses. Hunters and
jumpers will be judged by
Charles Dennehy, Jr. of
Lake Forest, Ill., Billy
Harris of Middleton,
Tenn., will judge the
racking horses, and Bill
Wise of Danville, Ky.,
will judge the saddle
horses, fine harness and
roadster classes.
Other officials include
Bob Jennings of
Nashville and W. A.
,"Dub" Nance of Germantown, announcers;
Bill Tune of Shelbyville,
Tenn., steward; Ronnie
Hayes of Memphis,
ringmaster; Larry
Bright of Brandon, Miss.,
organist, and Jimmie
Oakley of Memphis,show
manager.
Charles A. Walker is
president of the Germantown Charity Horse
Show. Requests for entry
forms, premium lists and
tickets should be mailed
to Germantown Charity
Horse Show, P.O. . Box
38102, Germantown,
Tenn., 38138.

753-7115

Brookhaven, Edna Jean
Broach, 711 Story, Dorthy
N. Atkins, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Martha C. Nichols, .712
River, Frances Ellen
Roberts, 306 South 11th
St.,
Opal P. McCuiston, 503.
Olive,_Mary E. Ball,_CR
Bx. 131, Hamlin,
Kathleen Hilda Herndon,
608 South Ninth St.,
Aubrey N. Wyatt, 504
North Fifth pl., Annie B.
Counts, Rt. 5, Tommie
Pritchett, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mary L. Balentine, Rt.
3, Sue W. Grojean, B1
Murray Manor, Charles
B. Wilson, Box 133, Hazel,
Burley B. Colley (expired), Rt. 1, Hazel, Eva
Murphy ( expire* Box 4,
Lynn Grove.

ALL SURPLUS STOCK

LIQUIDATION SALE!
THIS IS IT- WE'RE TIRED OF SLOW SALES
ALL MERCHANDISE PRICED TO MOVE NOW!
$2
500
7
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OBITUARIES
Memorial services Tuesday
at church for Gene Graham

More bank at credit unions today.

Mrs. Wyatt dies; rites Wednesday

Mrs. Annie Wyatt, 77,
505 North Fifth St., died
Gene Swann Graham,
His authoritative book,
1962 Pulitzer Prize win- One Man One Vote, was today at 5 a.m. at
ner, son of Mrs. Carmon written in 1970-71 and Murray-Calloway County
Graham and the late Car- published in 1972. Mr. Hospital. Her husband,
Aubrey Wyatt, died Feb.
mon Graham of Murray, Graham was named
a
died today at 1 a.m. at his Neimann Fellow to study 20,1928.
The deceased was a
home,806 Neartop Drive, at Harvard University.
member of Grace Baptist
Nashville. His death
As a professor of the Church.
Born Sept. 18,
followed a lengthy illness. University of Illinois,
he
Memorial services will was chosen by the "Illio" 1904, in Calloway County,
be Tuesday at 2 p.m. at as one of the five faculty she was the daughter of
the Woodmont Christian members listed as "Top the late Albert Duncan
Hutchens and Leona
Church, Nashville, Tenn., of the Profs." He
was a Pearl Merrell Hutchen
s.
where he was a member. writer, cartoonist, columMrs. Wyatt is survived
The family requests nist, editorialist and jourby four daughters, Mrs.
that expressions of sym- nalist. At Murray
State Glenda Carroll and
Mrs.
pathy be made in the he became editor of
The Linda Parker, Murray
,
form of contributions to Colleges News.
Mrs. Hilda Winchester,
the Woodmont Christian
Eddyville, and Mrs.
Church, 3601 Hillsboro
Juanita Garland,
Road; to the L.J. Hortin
Romulus, Mich.; three
Honorary Scholarship
sons, James Earl Wyatt,
Fund at Murray State
The funeral for Mrs.
University; or to the
Alive Hospice Program, Priscilla Strom Walker
P.O. Box 1200-33, was today at 2:30 p.m. in
the chapel of Max ChurNashville.
The body has been be- chill Funeral Home. The
queathed for research Rev. Jerry Norsworthy
purposes to the Medical and the Rev. Tiny Hall of
Services for Mrs.
School of Vanderbilt Fowler,Ind., officiated.
Moline Keel were Sunday
Music was by choir of at 2:30 p.m.
University.
in the chapel
Mr. Graham is surviv- Blood River Baptist of Max Churchill Funera
l
ed by his wife, the former Church where she was a Home. The Rev. Larry
member
.
Clint Lester Salmon officiat
Martha Fentress of
ed. Gus
Hopkinsville; his mother, was director with Mrs. Robertson, Jr., was
Martha
Nell Norsworthy soloist and
Mrs. Carmon Graham;
Mrs. Oneida
three children, Philip as pianist and Mrs. Linda White was organist.
Graham, Richmond, Va., Lester as soloist.
Pallbearers were
Pallbearers were R.M. William
Mrs. Betty White,
Ray Hubbs,
Nashville, and Mrs. Norsworthy, C.R. Avery, Shirley Nance, L.A.
Susan Fox, Knoxville, Bud Rasberry, Alton Col- Jones, Jerry Don
Tenn.; four grand- lins, Gerald Williams and Graham, Aure
y
Clarence -Williams. Willou
children.
ghby and Leon
He, was preceded in Burial was in Murray Penick. Burial was in
.death by-a brother,--Wade MemorialGardens_
- Scotts' -,G-rove -Cemetery
Mrs. Walker, 58, with arrang
Graham, and his father,
ements by
Hamlin, died Saturday at Linn Funera
Carmon Graham.
l Home of
a.m.
2
at Lourdes Benton.
Born Aug. 26, 1924, in
Murray, he graduated Hospital, Paducah. Born
Mrs. Keel, 82, Rt. 8,
from Murray State Train- Nov. 4, 1923, in died Friday at 7:05 p.m.
ing School and attended Massachusetts, she was at Murray-Calloway
schools in New Mexico. the daughter of the late County Hospital. Her husHe graduated with high Algot A.Strom and Hulda band, Jim Keel, died Dec.
distinction with a B.S. Homey Strom.
21, 1978.
Survivors include her
degree in 1948 from MurThe deceased was a
ray State. He was the husband, Lawrence D. member of Northsi
de
first graduate to receive Walker, Sr., Hamlin; two Baptist Church. Born
the Distinguished Alum- daughters, Mrs. Dana Jan. 24, 1900, she was the
(Christine) Bassinger, daughter
nus award in 1962.
of the late Rev.
A Naval aviator in Dalgren, Ill., and Mrs. Orien Hargrove and TenWorld War II, Mr. Bruce (Janet) McCamp- nessee Cooper Hargrove.
Graham began his jour- bell, Cleveland, Ohio;
Mrs. Keel is survived
nalism career with the three sons, Lawrence D. by a daughter, Mrs. Rudy
Nashville Tennessean in Walker, Jr., Jackson, (Mary Nell) Barnett, Rt.
1948. His work in covering Tenn., Richard Walker, 8; a grandson, Joe Pat
industrial strikes led to Johnsonville, Ill., and Barnett, Rt. 7; a grandthe winning of the James Walker,Geff,Ill. daughter, Mrs. Sam
Also surviving are a (Judy)
Pulitzer award which he
Harris, Rt. 4;
shared with his colleague brother, Roy Strom, three great-g
ranchildren,
Bradenton, Fla., and Stefani'and
Nathan Caldwell.
Ami Barnett
seven grandchildren.
and Billy Harris.

By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A growing number of
vive.
Americans are banking
The funeral will be at credit
unions these
Wednesday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Max Churchill Funeral Home. The Vederat-State Markel hews Service Nay
1142
Rev. R.J. Burpoe and the 24.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
Rev. Gerald Owen will of- Report Includes I Buying Stamm Maitet
Receipts Act Irk Est 441 Barrows di Gills
ficiate. Music will be by fully
IS lower Sows under WI sully SO
chokof Grace Church.
lower over Yid about steady
US i.2 2I11.34a lbs
01.24-21.111
Gra'adons will serve as US 2 401211 lbs
07111111411
pallbearers. Burial will US 2 210-734 lbs
$31144611
US 2.3 240-270 lbs
14766.5414
follow in Murray Sows
Memorial Gardens.
US 1.2 271-321lbs
$41.14-5441
US 1-3 X011-13a Ibt
HI WO SO
Friends may call at US
1-3461-41/114a
635.364! II
funeral home after 2 p.m. USI-316642llbs
01.**44.11
IS 2-3 311-2114 lbs
841.11-3111
Tuesday.
Boars 43 11114515

Murray, Harold Wyatt,
Almo, and Namon Wyatt,
Kingston Springs,Tenn.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Cora Todd,
Kirksey, Mrs. Alice
Thomason, Benton, Mrs.
Una Wyatt, Murray, Mrs.
May Bucy, Nashville,and
Mrs. Lizzie Merrell,
Detroit; a brother,
Johnny Hutchens, Murray.
Twenty-one grandchildren and 13 greatgrandchildren also sur-

Hog market

days.
The non-profit financial
cooperatives have expanded services widely in
recent years to compete
with banks and thrift institutions for money and
customers. And while the
number of credit unions
has shrunk by almost 10
percent since 1971, the
size of the membership
has nearly doubled
Preliminary figures
from the Credit Union
National Association, a
trade groupr.show that
there were 21,119 credit
unions with nearly 47

Our Managers Are
Making Room for Our
,r
New Line! Hurry in
for Best Selection

Mrs. Walker's
rites today

Rites Sunday
in chapel
for Mrs. Keel

CHARGE tr(MOST STORE

NOW IS THE TIME TO SAVE BIG ON ELECTRONICS!
First Time on Sale! Entertaining,
Versatile Color Computer 25°10 Off!
TRS-80" 4K Color Computer
by Radio Shack

Get started in computing at tremendous
savings! Just pop in an instant-loading,
ready-to-run Program Pak— for fun-filled
games, help with your youngster's education,
or to set up the family budget. Add more
memory, a printer. Joysticks for added fun
from games, or telephone communications
to other computers. Hurry! #26-3001

• Organize Your
Finances
• Vivid Color Graphics
• Exciting Sound Effects
• Attaches Easily
to Any TV

Stock market.1.
Air Predicts
American Raters
Ambled
Alletitaatelaphew
Chrysler
Mosel
Fed
G AF
Goal Dywatini
Gweral Nolan ..
Gemand Tire
illair
Ilmuldel
1511
J.C. Posey
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55
45
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So light (under 3 ounces) you hardly
know you're wearing them! Rareearth magnets and high-efficiency
Mylar drivers deliver superb, fullrange sound. Compare to others
costing much more! #33-998

AM/FM Stereo Clock Radio at $22.07 Off!

oovi 59

Shirts

Laundered and pressed
to perfection
folded or on hangers
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Save'5 on
Die-Cast Hi-Fi
Speaker System
Minimus•-7 by Realistic
Cut 10
%

95

5/2"

prsceN yam:all week'

Each

32% Off visleaekpe cto nrtardoiloto rdbouzez teor

ELECT

ROY N. VANCE
to

Kentucky Supreme Court

4

88
6R915

w
Sietht the
music
auto-sehxuttro
affm
. Sinnuotoezserfeusnt.cHtiownictioves you
ne
switch, FM-AFC, stereo headphone
jack. #12-1530

LCD Chrono Alarm Watch,
Calendar and Stopwatch

12 years experience as
judge and commissioner
on the Kentucky Court
of Appeals.
•••
A former county attorney, trial commissioner and commonwealth attorney.

A Best-Seller! FM
Wireless Microphone

Reg.
49.95
Each

You have to hear this minispeaker's exciting, natural
sound to believe it! 4" woofer,
1" tweeter. Buy a pair for car
or home. Only 71/,6" high!

ONE WEEK ONLY!

By Radio Shack

By Micronta•
By Realistic
60 Minutes

Peg 39 95

II% .4
42% +%

22 watts per channel, minimu
m ma into 8 ohms
from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.08% THD
Exclusive Auto-Magic® automat
ically
fine-tunes and locks- in FM station
s.
Ten-level LED AM/FM signal strengt
h
indicator, lighted tuning dial, 11-step bass
and treble controls, FM mute for noise
-free tuning.

FREE INSURED STORAGE
Pay regular cleaning price
when you pock it up this tall

Opus 7:00 cs. to 6:00 p.m.
Pb..,: 753452S

You see them everywhere— now save
$10 on a pair for yourself! Padded
earcushions seal out noise, seal in
rich, dual-speaker sound. #12-186

Feature-Packed AM/FM
Stereo Receiver STA-110 by Realistic'

•

J.M. Calhoon
dies;funeral
rites planned

John Michael Calhoon,
34, Rt. 2, Hazel died Sunday about 5:05 p.m. He
owned and operated a
body shop at New Concord.
His death at the body
shop was due to a selfinflicted gunshot wound,
according to Calloway
Coroner Tommy Walker.
His body was discovered
by a man who came to the
shop to check about purchasing a camper,
Walker said.
Mr. Calhoon was a 1966
graduate of Calloway
County High School. Born
March 17, 1948, he was
the son of John D. and
Mary Wilma Jones
Calhoon. A daughter,
Christa Lena Calhoon,
died July 13, 1975.
Survivors include his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Calhoon, a
daughter, Johnna Bee
Calhoon, and a son, Roy
Eugene Calhoon, all of
Rt. 2, Hazel.
The funeral will be
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 7 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday)
and from 10 a.m. to the
funeral hour on Tuesday.

million members at the
end of 1981. There were 3
percent fewer credit
unions than there were a
year earlier, but there
were 6 percent More
credit union members.
The credit unions have
been helped by changes
in federal and state
regulations which have
lifted interest ceilings
and have " allowed the.
member -operated
organizations to offer
things like checking accounts, mortgages and
Individual Retirement
Accounts.

Ideal for grads'
Shows hour/minute/sec., month/
day/date, and lap
time in •minotesk seconds/tenths of
second!. With battery.

Court decisions affect our lives *very day.
Our courts ere just as good or had is the
bodges we elect.
If your will inquire you will find that Roy N.
Vance is a man of proven ability as an opWatt judge.
PaidFor By Roy N. Vance Campaign Committee J lane Peek.
Peducab,Ky,Treeaurer

Low Price!

Batteries
extra

-Broadcast" your voice
through any nearby FM
radio. Tune to an blank
"space on the dial and sing
or talk away! *60-2109

Reg. 2.79 Each
Special-formula oxide for high'
output, low noise!.With storage
case. Stock up—no limit!

Check Your Phone Book for the Radon /batik Store or Dealer

P51(45 MA,VA.'•

•.

.44

Si 455

Nearest You
5 DIVISSON blf TAW), COMPOMAIAOPI
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Martin Luther King III compared to late father

HIGH POINT, N.C.
;AP)- Some people say
he looks like his father,
but he doesn't. Others say
he sounds like him, but
that's debatable.
Martin Luther King III,
who was 10 when his
father was assassinated
in 1968, says he doesn't
mind the comparisons.
Although he has not yet
decided to what extent he
will be involved in the
civil rights movement, he
is making some appearances on the
Southern Christian
Leadership Conference's
pilgrimage to
Washington.
AWARDED - Capt. Arthur Jeffery has been awarded the second award
"I live the way I want
of the Army Commendation Medal for the meritorious performance of
to
live. I'm not trying to
duties while assigned as an Assistant Professor of Military Science at Murbe my father; he wouldn't
ray State. Shown presenting Jeffery with his award is LTC Ftandell Routt,
want that," King said.
chairman of the Military Science Department. Immediately after this
presentation, Jeffery was promoted to the rank of Major. Jeffery will be
"He always taught me to
reassigned to Germany this summer.
just be your best self."
King's father founded
the conference to push for
a Voting Rights Act,
which was passed in 1965.
The organization, now
The Rev. Roger Joseph at 7:30 each evening.
Lambuth College, headed by the Rev.
is the evangelist at
The guest evangelist is Jackson, Tenn., and a
revival smices at Hazel pastor of the Symsonia Master of Divinity degree
United Methodist Church. United Methodist Church. at Memphis Theological
They started Sunday and A graduate of Calloway Seminary.
will continue through County High School, he
Rev. Joseph is the son
Tuesday. Services will be received a degree from of Mr. and Mrs. Willie
The DECA Club of MurWade Joseph of Kirksey ray Vocational School
and the son-in-law of Mrs. recently had a DECA
Ruby Futrell of Murray. Derby sales promotion
The pastor, the Rev. with Shay Guthrie as the
John Churchwell, invites winner.
the public to attend the
Members entered by
ACROSS
middle
services.
I Algonquian
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
naming a horse and
2 Words on a
Indians
menu
Guthrie's name was
B A
5()Nett of
3 Liken

Joseph evangelist at Hazel

Shay Guthrie
DECA winner

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

devotion
4 Prophets
9 Fruit seed
5 --a
12 Century plant
Yankee
13 Simple
Doodle '
14 Fruit drink
6 Strike Out
15 Contest
7 Russian city
17 One who gets 8 Limb
bequest
9 Communion
19 Drive onward
plate_ _
21 Jump
10 Mental
22 Too bad'
image
24 Tell - to the 11 Sly look
Marines
16 - what'
25.Japanese
18 Toward
coin
shelter
26 Rocky hill
20 Fidelity
27 Insect
22 Above
29 Italian river
23 Learning
31 Native metal 25 Narrow
32 Near
opening
33 New Eng
27 Lessen
state
28 Handle
34 Crone
29 Bucket
35 Hebrew letter
36 Surgical
instrument
12
38 Lubricate
39 Scottish river
40 Cooled lava
41 Story
42 Paddock
dweller
44 Biblical
queen
46 Unmoving
48 Finished
51 Asian on
52 Attitude
5.4 Half- Prof
55 Exist
56 Egyptian
lizard
57 Gaelic

A

A

m

A

A

A

A

0

a

A

A

A

A hi
A
ID
AN E

30 Eye

34 Collector
36 Appear
37 Endured
39 Male duck
41 Taut
42 Yutatan
Indian
43 Hebrew

pa
A

month
44 Wife of
Geraint
45 Pronoun
47 Wine cup
49 Printer's
measures
50 Expire
53 Can 's locale

DOWN
1 Sink in the

„t
e

Joseph Lowery, is. sponsoring a 2000-mile
journey from Tuskegee,
Ala., to the nation's
capital to urge extension
of the act.
The march began April
19 and is supposed to end
sometime next month.
King, 24, says he lives
in his father's shadow,
but has grown to appreciate it. He often
refers to what "Daddy
always taught me" or
what"Daddy said."
"Really there haven't

been a lot of burdens being Martin Luther King
III," he said Saturday in
a church classroom in'
High Point, where he addressed the marchers.
"It is a blessing in a
sense," he said.
"Sometimes we have to
stop and realize where we
are and hbw we have
benefited."
King graduated in 1979
from Morehouse College
in Atlanta - the same
school his father attended
- with a degree in

1. Legal Notice

UmMtice

IT REALLY WORKS...

NOW I CAN GET A
P MINUS" ON 'TUESDAY
INSTEAD OF FRiDAY'

LI

INVITATION TO BID FOR
GASOLINE AND DIESEL FUEL
The Calloway County Board of Education will receive sealed bids for gasoline
for the Calloway County School District
until 1:30 p.m., Thursday,June 3, 1982.
Specifications will be on file in the
Calloway County Board of Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Murray, Kentucky, and interested bidders may obtain the necessary forms
there.
The envelope containing the bid shall be
opaque. It shall have written on the outside the name of the job, the name of the
bidder, and the date and time of bid opening.
The Board reserves the right to reject
any or all bids and waive any irregularities in bidding.

^

t Notice

t Nab
ID We can copy your old.
family photographs while
you wait. You can takes
the original bock home. le
CARTER STUDIO
5300 Main 753-8198Np
For your Watkins Products see Holman Jones
at 217 S. 13th or call
753 3128

THE CATCH
Catfish and Seafood
Wednesday through
Sunday, 10:00 AM •
6:00 PM, 753-1506

WELL,I
DON'T
THINK
THAT---

THE WOOD

WAS SEASONED VERY
WELL
)

NIT TNE
PECK,MEN!

LETS GO FISHING
Now open Rex's Bait
and Tackle Hwy
732-Irvin Cobb Road. 5
miles off 94 East. Red
worms and night
crawlers, (fresh from
bed to box) rods and
reels, minnow buckets,
croppie rigs, floats,
hooks, sinkers, and lots
of other bait related
items. Also novelties.
Open every day your
business always
appreciated.

NOTICE
Business Hours
for the Murray
Ledger & Times
are 8 a.m. - 5
p.m. Monday
through Friday;
Saturday 8-12.
Free

The Apple Tree School
provides quality child
care with an
educational program
for ages 2 through 5.
Also, a summer program is available for
school age children.
753-9356.
You pick strawberries
N. 16th and Poor Farm
Rd. 50 cents a quart.
7a.m., Tues., Thurs.,
Sat. 753-0195.

DOWIT YoLl
W151-4 YOU
WERE IN
THE NAVY?

Now
SURE! WWAT
WOULD YOU
LIKE ?

SPECIAL
1/4 Caret

SPECIAL
1/4 Caret

Rog. $550.00

Reg.$550.00
Now 51 99001 up

s 1 99°°& Up

GOLD &
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic men

753-7113
epee 1 a.m. to 9
1 p.m. to 6
p.m.
p.m.,Sunday

Shirley Florist
and
Green Houses
SOON, 4th St.
may,Kentucky
Phone 753-3251
8-S Mon..

Sat.

Choose a rewarding
career as a MEDICAL
LABORATORY
TECHNICIAN. CUMBERLAND SCHOOL.
321 N. Washington,
Cookeville. Phone 5263660. Apply Now!
Classes begin June 7.

5. Lost W Found

The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the Murray
Water and Wastewater Systems will accept
Quotations on the following chemicals: Bulk
Sodium Hydroxide (Caustic Soda Liquid) 50%,
Saloum Silicofluoride, Chlorine Cylinders, Calcium
Hypochlorite (HTH), Soda Ash Lite (Sodium Carbonate), Ferric Chloride Anhydrous, Lime
Hydrated (Rotary Kiln), Hexemetaphosphate
(91% as PO4), and Zinc Sulfate Monohydrate
(90% Zinc Sulfate). Specifications are available
at the City Clerk's office, Slio & Poplar Streets,
Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be delivered to the
City Clerk's office, City lion Building, no later
than 4:00 p.m. Tuesday, June 15, 1982. The City reserves the right to accept the lowest or best
bid or to reject any or all bids submitted.

Lisa's Ceramics.
Lessons. 492-8956.

AUNT FRITZ I , YOU KNOW
THAT SPLIT RAIL FENCE
YOU HAD PUT UP 2 ,

"My father always
taught me how to live.
Some of us don't know
how to live and we
assimilate," he told the
crowd. "Now, there is
nothing wrong with
assimilating but some of
us have gotten our
priorities mixed up."
King said some blacks
have become satisfied
with person,a1 wealth.

GOLD
SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
OiroPic Pima
753-7113
Open 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
1 p.m. toe p.m. Sea.
day

•

9. Situation Wanted

2. Notice

INVITATION TO BID

Shay Guthrie
DECA Dream. Gina Colson's Monte-Carlo Kid
was second; Rhonda
Manners' Wild Eyes was
third; Deana Cunningham's Deana's DECA
Dynasty was fourth; Lisa
Cunningham's Big Bad
Momma was best named
horse.
Prizes for those in the
winner's circle included a
29-inch pizza from Pizza
Hut with seven pizzas being won. Other winners
included Rhonda Cook,
Roger Moore, Chuck
Storey and Ginger
Robertson.

dience was enthusiastic
when the younger King
took the podium.

MiltI&i

Dismissals
are listed
Adults 142
Nursery 7
5-17-82
Newborn Admission
Sherry Free and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3.
Dismissals
Evelyn Paulette
Woodall and Baby Girl,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Donna P.
Hall and Baby Girl, Rt. 1,
Almo.
Shirley A. Murray, 1200
South 16th St., David W.
M. Lessmann, Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn., James
Glenn Harrison, Rt. 1,
Mayfield, Doris I.
Tharpe, 516 White, Paris,
Tenn., Brenda Gail Reed,
203 Cross, Fred W. Wells,
Rt. 7.
Pat J. Page, 1500
Tabard, Euna T.
Freeman, 818 Shelwood,
Mayfield, Lynn Dale
Burkeen, Rt. 3, Herbert
F Dunn, 506 Broad,
George L. Scully, Al Murray Manor.

political science. He
worki for an Atlanta
hotel, but said be plans to
go_back to school to study
business or law.
He is on the board of
directors of the SCLC and
helps raise money for the
Martin Luther King Jr.
Center for Social Change
in Atlanta.
"I like people and I'm
concerned with helping
somebody," he said. "If I
can do that, then I'm
satisfied.
The High Point au-

Lost: Wotralian Sheppard black with tan on
his face and legs.
Answers to the name of
Sydney. Reward offered. Call 753-0450 Ext.
158 before /p.m. or
753-6803 after 4p.m.
. Lost black Lab, puppy,
female. Has blue collar.
Reward offered. 7535455.

6. Help Wanted
$100 Per Week Part
Time at Home. Webster, America's popular
dictionary company
needs home workers to
update local mailing
lists. All ages, experience Ohnecessary.
Call 1-716-842-6000. Ext.
5112.
Earn an extra $1000. a
month as part time
marketing consultant.
Send resume to PO Box
176 Marion, Ky. 42064.
General Auto Repairman with emphasis on
exhaust system. Salary
negotiable. Action Personnel 753-6532.
MODELS FOR INDUSTRIAL SHOWS,
FASHION, COMMERCIALS, PRINT ASSIGNMENTS CALL
2 1 2 - 58 2 - 55 5 9.
NEW FACES ALL
AGES FOR TV COMMERCIALS AND FILM
EXTRAS CALL 212-5825
5
9
5
.
SINGERS FOR INTERNATIONAL DISCO
SOME TRAVEL ALL
TYPES CALL 212-8692352.
Part or full time work
from home, processing
mail or typing, experience unnecessary,
excellent income
potentials. For information send stamped, self-addressed envelope to. Betty
Orlowski 6467 S. 27th St.
Franklin, Wisconsin
53132.
R.N. or L.P.N. needed
part time or full time
for the 3-11 and 11-7 shift
starting salary $5.20.
L.P.N.'s starting salary
$6.35. For R.N.'s excellent benefits available.
Call or apply in person
at Care Inn 4th and
Indiana Mayfield, Ky.
42066. Phone 247-0200.
Wanted: person to
share driving a car to
Michigan June 2, 1982
Call 753-1928.

BANJO Lesson beginner and advance.
30min. sessions 1 night
each week, monthly
rates only. Limited
amount of students. Call
James Ray Hamilton
753-9400.
Experienced babysitter will baby-sit in
my home, have references. 753-2820.
Thirty year old mother
with baby-sitting experience and references
wants to baby-sit your
baby or child days or
nights. Call 759-1692.

11. Instruction

Will teach piano at
the university or
in your home.
$2.50 per V2
hour., Call 7534165 or 7534723 8 a.m.-5
p.m.

13. For Sale or Trade
For sale or trade established business .,jn
good location. Price
negotiable. Any reasonable offer considered. Owner financing available. Call 7534109 after 5p.m.

For Sale or
Trade 1973
Plymouth
Scamp for
small pickup.
Car is in mint
condition.
Call 7536098 after
5:00 p.m.
For sale or trade 1978
Chevrolet 4 door Nova. 6
cylinder, air and power.
Call 489-2595.

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy banjo and
Martin guitar. 753-9400.
Want to buy good used
"code A phone"
preferably 1 year old.
Call 753-9829.
Would like to buy 1 or 2
dark fired tobacco plant
beds. Call 436-5812.

15. Articles for Sale
G.E. pot scrubber dishwasher $175., 6000 BTU
air conditioner $125.
753-0485.
Pool table 8ft. with cues
and rack $125. 753-1403
or 492-8856.
Woman's 3 -speed
bicycle. 753-5434.

16. Home Furnishings
Six piece li4ing room
suite Early American
with recliner. 753-9562.
White Whirlpool refrigerator 17cu.ft. 3
years old. $250. Call
733-U96 on weekends or
after 5p.m. 437-4993.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

9. Situation Wanted
Will do house cleaning.
Call 382-2795.
Will do trenching for
water lines. 753-9839.
Will do tutoring. 7539349.
Will haul Sawdust. Call
435-4131.
Will mow, rake, and
bail hay or straw in
Stella, Kirksey, and
Coldwater area. Call
489-2551.

Factory Sa es
and Service
SOO Maple St.
759-4801
Under New
Alenagement
4

NOTICE
I have recently purchased the Tappan service
freedsise from Steele and Albritton, end I em
sow working en my own. I promise to give you
the same kind of courteous, friendly and efficient
service yes hove became accustomed to. I can be
reached at 753-5344 0.309Sao* 3rd Attest In
flyway, or 354-6156, Roots 4, lemea, Ky.
Earl Lovett

STRAWBERRIES
PICK YOUR OWN
SO A QUART
acres now reidy. Hwy. 381, 1 7/10
miles south of Sedalia. 4 miles North of
Lynnville.
JESSIE JONES
Sedalia, ky. 320-8543

'
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19. Farm Equipment
Complete Hydraulic
Hose Repair Service G
& Y Farm Center.
759-4440.
Like new 1250 gallon
plastic water tank, 20ft.
Neckover flat bed
trailer with ramp. Call
753-1725.
New bush hog type
mowers $350. 1 row
cultivators $85. New
and used tractor tires.
Kough Equipment 3822207
Now for Rent. New John
Deere 510 Round Bailer
$4. per bale. G & Y
Farm Center. Call 759444.

22. Musical

22. Musical

27. Mobile Home Sales

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Marantz,
Mitsubishi, Sanyo Pro
fessional installation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

12)(40 One bedroom
trailer near MSU $3500
Call 606 672 3479
1970 22ft. Monitor
Travel Trailer. Awning,
central heat and air, tub
and shower, sleeps 6,
wood deck, and picnic
table on Ky. Lake. Call
314 683 6768 or 314 683
6387

23. Exterminating

32. Apts. For Rent

MOBILE HOMES
FOR SALE
Financing
Available - Liberia'
Terms.
RIVERIA
COURTS

s Termit
St Pest Control
Phone 753-3914

34. Houses for Rent

Fresh on the market is
this attractive 2 bed
room frame home on
quiet residential street.
Large, private back
Yard and ideal
neighborhood. Offered
in the upper 520's.
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance &

Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

For rent $225. month. 3
bedroom, 2 bath house.
10 minutes from
Who said big is
24. Miscellaneous
Murray, 3 minutes from
better?
Are you
lake
Call
436
2240.
For sale. farm trailer
Hwy. 641 North
tired of having
Three bedroom house
$100., firewood $25
753-3280
near Ky. Lake. Com
delivered, Ift.x8ft. rick,
your property lost
pletely furnished,
average 18in. long,
in
backlog of
washer dryer included.
mixed mostly oak and
753 8964 after 5p.m.
ash. Call 7530819.
REPOSSESSED
LISTING? Bring it
For sale recliner like Two bedroom 12x 48 Deposit required.
ORGAN
to MTG and let us
new $75., sun and heat trailer for sale or rent. Three bedrooms, stove
One half already paid lamp $30., air hockey $2300. Phone 753-5750.
give
it a personal
and refrigerator furbalance due or mon- game $40. 436-2410,
nished, carpeted, air
touch.
Coll Bob
28. Mobile Home Rentals conditioned, no inside
thly payments.
Short lengths of reHaley
at
753pets.
Referenc
e
redwood lumber ideal for 12x65 2 bedroom trailer.
CLAYTON'S
4000 or 489deck and fence greatly Beautiful shaded lot, quired. $200. plus de•
753-7575
reduced prices. Also garden spot. Call 759- posit. 753-2835.
2266.
Two bedroom house
sticks for tomatoes and 4588 or 753-7637.
$150. Call 753 3530.
beans. Murray Lumber Extra nice
3 bedroom,
Co. 104 Maple St.
furnished, air con- Two bedroom furnished
Standing fireplace with ditioned. Water fur- home next to MSU. Low
FBI SALE SPINET
mantle and Am
nished. Coleman Real utilities. $150. per
CONSOLE PIANO BAHAIN
month, $100. deposit.
bassador wood stove Estate 753 9898.
Wanted: Responsible insert. Call 753-9500 Nice 2 bedroom trailer 753-9829.
before noon.
for rent near Murray. 37. Livestock
party to take over low
-Supplies
Sunny Acres Nursery. No pets. 489-2611.
monthly payments on Garden bedding and
For
rent
pasture
and
One
mobile home space
spinet pine. Can be house plants, 901 for rent
Village 641 North
on blacktop 4 stable space for horses
seen locally. Write
Johnny Robinson Road. miles out.
in Murray. Call collect
Murray, Ky.
Water fur
901-479-2819 after 6p.m.
Credit Manager: P.O. Call 753-3619.
nished. 753-4091.
Tow bar for car 35001b. Trailers for
Box 537 Shelbyville,
rent. See Performance tested 3/8, Here's approximately 3
capacity. Phone 753 Brandon
Dill at Dill's 1/2, 34, 7/4 Simmental and acres for country living,
IN 46176.
6246.
Maine Anjou. Service
Trailer Court,
age bulls, only top for playful children, for
Yorx stereo system
performance bulls from the victory garden, for
AM FM cassette, 8 the family pet, for a lot
our
30.
800 cows.- All butts
Business
Rentals
track, BSR -turntable
health tested and of pleasure for your own
Le% with 2 large sonic
guaranteed. Broadbent little group. Owner is
speakers. Records with
{0
Farms Cadiz, Ky. 42211. willing to lend you your
without
or
mike.
$275.
or
'et
down payment to buy
Mini
Days 502-235-5182.
best offer. 753-6246
his house. Dial 753-1492
C4
)
Warehouse
Two Registered black Century
21 Loretta Jobs
26. TV-Radio
Angus bulls 114 months Realtors.
Storage Space
old,
1
8
months
old.
For Rent
437 4365.

Baldwin Interlude with
fun machine double key
board, excellent condi
lion. 753 2632 or
753-7400.

World of Sound

Realtors

753-4758

IsColor 25 inch TV, Only
25.00 'per month.
New warranty.
CLAYTON'S
753-7575

38. Pets-Supplies
32. Apts. For Rent

Duplex near college. 2
bedroom, large deck,
patio, central heat and
air. Call after 5p.m.
153-6699.
27. Mobile Home Sales
Efficiency apartment
1978 12x60 Challenger.
partial utilities paid. No
Take over payments.
pets. $95. a month.
Call 35/-8669 or 35/-8173.
753-9741.
8x50 Trailer partly fur- Extra
nice 1 bedroom
nished. Needs minor furnished
apartment. 1
work. $500. 753-2449.
!/2 block from University, Open now. Call
753 1967 after 5p.m.

EFFECTIVE
AT ONCE

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS
1, 2 & 3 barna suits Iron
S165.00 per we. Raidicapped lilt. bely clistrictei
ultra' heat all air,
carpeted. Mild's, appliaices. Office burs Mu.Fri. 9:00-12:00 Mess.
Renewal Dr.
Hurray:My.
N2-759-4914
Elul Rusin Opportuity
FOR RENT-

apartment

One small

with air
conditioning on Blood
River Lake. Rent is $70.
a month. Call 436-2127.
HILLDALE APARTMENTS HARDIN, KY.
Now taking applications
on site for Section 8,
rent-subsidized apartments. 1, 2, & 3 bedrooms. Apply Hilldale
Apartments, Hardin,
Ky or dial 502-437-4113.
Equal Housing
Opportifity.
are- and 2 bedroom
apartments for rent.
Call 753-3530 The
Embassy Apts.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
Ladies & Men's Shoes Shined 75' Pr.
Boots 51.00 pr.
225 L.P. Miler St.
Free Cammon,Cietw
Specializing In Senior Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75
Open Moors Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sot.
7:30-2:30-753-3685

40. Produce
For sale Strawberries
on L. T. (Pete) Balentine's Farm, Mrs. L. T.
(Pete) Balentine 642,
1439.
Strawberries
New
patch pick your own. 3
miles West of Tri City
on Hwy 83. Phone
382 2360.

41. Public Sale

be Lenin

All Yard Soles, Garage Sales, Rummage Sales,
Moving Soles, etc. inserted in the Murray Ledger
rI111411 will be set into a standard size 1 col. x 2
kick block ad. There will be a standard charge of
$5.00 per insertion.
This type of ad will benefit you our customers
by making your ad more readable and giving you
more exposure to your potential customers.
Types of ads listed above will no longer be ac•
ceptd as Reeder ads under reader ad rates.

Two registered male
Pekinese puppies. 1
white 1 black 6 weeks
old. Call 753-5613 or
435-4472.

FOR RENT
Beautiful furnished
'pertinent for 4 college girls or boys else
land 2 beilteein
apartments. Summer
and fall near University. Phoise 753-5865
or 75341011 after
5:30 p.m.

Rummage Sale 111
South out of Murray.
Take 444 at New Con
cord. Open Tues.,
Thurs., and Sat.
436-2658.
Rummage Sale 444 to
Hamlin. Open Tues.,
Thurs., and Sat. Call
436-2658.
Thinking about a yard
sale? Join us at the fair
grounds flea market.
Open Fri., Sat., and
Sun. To reserve a spot
phone 753-4669 or 7539729.

43, Real Estate
SOUTHERN COMFORT, located minutes
from town off major
Hwy, down a country
lane. This 3 bedroom
home with spacious
family area sets on a
wooded acre and could
be just what Mom and
the kids need. Possible
owner financing to
qualified buyer. Offered
at $32,000. Call Spann
Realty Associates 7537724.
Established income!
It's a great big beautiful
world to live on Ky.
Lake have your business, home and office
all. on a wooded water
wonderland. A complete resort
cottages,
dock, mobile unit hookups, fishing equipment,
boats, motors, bait
house, beach. Present
owner retiring after 21
years. Call
753-1492-Century 21
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

•

Extra neat two bedroom frame house;
living room; kitchen-dinette; utility room
One and 2 bedroom
with washer-dryer hook-up and enclosed apartment
s near downgarage. Electric wall heat and window air town Murray.
753-4109,
conditioner plus approximately two year 762-6650 or 136-2044.
old wood burning stove. Carpet, drapes, One bedroom or 3
storm doors and windows. Clean-up shop bedroom apartment
approximately 24' x 24' with wiring and Call 8-5 753 3134.
One bedroom furnished
water. Stock barn and approximately one apartmen
t. Partial
acre of land Bock yard is fenced.
utilities paid, couples
Auction set May 28, 1982 at 6:00 p.m. preferred. No pets. $145.
10% down on day of auction with balance month. 753 9741.
in 30 days or day of deed Possession with One bedroom with
stove, refrigerator, air
deed.
conditioner. Water
Den Miller Auctioneer
paid. $110. month. Small
Roberts Realty,
partially furnished 2
bedroom. Water. paid.
Anna Regverth Broker
(Well (Ind septic tank to house. City water $110. month 409-2214.
2 Bedroom apartment
available if desired)
$100.
762 3394 (of
Located approximately eight miles fice) Call
or 489-2741 after
north of Murray, fronting on old Highway 5p.m.
641 and extending bock to the right-of- Three room duplex air
conditioned. See at 503
way of new highway 641.
Olive or call 753 1246.

Strout.
Realty

Office Coast to Coast
Myers from Everywhere
Itefieibia Service Slice 1900
1412 Coldwater lewd
Berm, Neat** 42471
($12)753-1118
hytieee
JOEL KENNON
linker
lice•se4 & 1•044td
House and acreage
first time offered. Two
bedrooms, recently
remodeled home with
Oak floors, pretty kit
chen with stove and
refrigerator included,
insulated to TVA sten
dards, and 3 acres of
cleared land. Convenient terms
$27,900
KOPPERUD REALTY
753 1222.

c-4
• 1,4,ei&A"'''vr":711,41Nt,IrAlrooR

-

ellbAr`f•

44. Lots for Sale

43. Real Estate

Two bedroom un
furnished apartment for
rent $200 month plus
$200 deposit 753 9266.
Two bedroom apart
ments mostly fur
fished. Call 753 8731.
Two bedroom un
furnished apartment
near hospital. Also two
bedroom furnished
apartment Adults only.
Call 753 9208 after 4p.m.
Two very nice furnished
1 bedroom apartments.
Walking distance to
campus. $95. to $100 a
month. 753 7276.

KOPURt,
753-1222
IHIGITICS

:Su-b d

dada -n

developer has
listed for sale ten
vacant lots, price
range $3,500 to
$4,000 per lot in
Lynnwood
Estates, Only 2-3
miles southeast of
Murray. Owner
will sell lots on attractive terms.
KOPPERUD
REALTY 753-1222.
NEW LISTING
Two bedroom home
located in city with
rental income from
apartment in rear. Excellent starter home or
investment. Offered at
$19,000. Call Spann
Realty Associates 753
7724.

45. Farms for Sale
Farmland 25 acres on
Butterworth Road. 17
tillable, good building
sight, stocked pond
Hwy.frontage. 489-2711.

LAKE LOT FOR SALE
ON Blood River Sub
division $2500. 10 per
cent down with 5 years
to pay Call 436 2127.

46. Homes for Sale
For sale 9 unit apart
ment building with
swimming pool $80,500.
annual rental income
$17,000_ HUD approved.
Units are occupied
Requires $18,500 down
assume 1st mortgage of
$38,000 at 11 1.2 percent.
Balance owner will
finance at 8 percent in
Mayfield, Ky. Phone
247-8806.

For Sale
Small house and 1 1 2

49 Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

1967 Chrysler 300 S.E.
Dark red, white vinyl
top, power steering,
power brakes, air con
dition, partly restored,
local car. $400 or best
offer. Call 753 6246
1972 Cadillac. Clean
inside and out. Good
body and good motor,
Call 753 9578
All
electric

APPLIANCE
SERVICE
Kenmore,
W estinghouse,
Whirlpool. 20 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Ser
vice 202 S
5th St
7 5 3
4 8 7 1
753 8886(home)

30 Year old mother with
baby sitting experience
and references, wants
to baby sit your child or
baby days or nights, full
time or part time or
drop in. 759 1692_

1971 1 door Impala.
Excellent condition,
new tires, 86,000 miles.
$ 9 0 0 . 7 5 3 0 7 1 2 or
753 3534.
1977 Bright yellow
Ca mero. Automatic
with air, power steering
and brakes, AM FM
8-track stereo, factory
rally wheels, new tires.
Call 753 6962 after 5p.m.
1977 Mercury Monarch,
753 8723.
1977 Pontiac Phoenix
extra sharp. $3500. Call
762 2754 after 6p.m.
1979 Chevelle Malibu
Classic
Metallic blue,
V-6 automatic, power
steering power brakes,
air, sharp just like new.
Call 753 0092.
1979 Mustang. Power
brakes power steering,
air, automatic. 753 4023
after 5p.m.
Cutlass Supreme 1979
with Calair package,
tilt, sport wheels, low
mileage, 2 tone, 6
cylinder, super sharp.
711 Chestnut 753 8512.
For sale or trade 1978
Chevrolet El Camino.
Brakes, steering, air.
753.3134 8 5 or see at
1301 Chestnut.

ROOF
'PROBLEMS?
Need o second opinion' Local
references. Call Hugh
Outland. 759-1718 or
753-8076.

Alumina Service Co.
ahem= all noel snag,
testes trio wore.
Wormers Call VIII El
753419
Repairs on all lawn
mowers, tillers, any
small motors. 1001 East
Glendale off of 12th St
753 4590
Typing Service, Letter
Service, Word Process
ing Service. Call 753
0500, 759 4640.
WILL DO HOUSE
PAINTING AND TRIM
WORK in Murray
Calloway Area. Free
Estimates Satisfaction
Guaranteed. Call 753
0819.

Custom Dozer work. All
kinds of dirt work.
Specialize in clearing
straight blade or cutter
blade. Call 502 658 3302
nights or 502 247 4588.
city address.
FREE ESTIMATES On
All Electrical, Plumb
ing, Painting, and Well
Pump Needs. Licensed.
Will clean carpets,
Call 753-0092 or 753 9673.
For sale by owner a 3
windows,
also clean
Fence
sales at Sears
bedroom brick house.
now. Call Sears 753 2310' and wax hard wood
Central heat and air
for free estimate for
sitting on 3 large lots.
floors. Satisfaction
your needs.
40x 40 metal barn. $55,
guaranteed.
000. For appointment
Free estimates on house
call 159-4702 anytime.
painting or barns etc
Immediate possession.
753-4857.
4
Four bedroom house
G ENERAL HOME We have in stock most
with plenty of closet
REPAIR. 15 years ex- any type of electrical
space. The house sits on
perience. Carpentry, motors from vacuum
1 !'2 acres with new
concrete, plumbing, cleaners to 100hp. Also
storage building and
roofing, sliding. NO we are the local air
just 2 miles from town.
JOB TO SMALL. Free compressor repair serFor appointment call
estimates. Days 171 vice. We service anything electric. We
753 8563.
2359, nights 474-2276.
specialize in cleaning
Four room house 1/2
air conditioners. Dill
acre lot near Lake
Electric 753 9104.
needs work but livable. 50. Used Trucks
A uminum an'my
Will do plumbing, air
Low sale price. 753-5750.
1969 Ford pickup front
siding and Aluminum
condition, painting,
end wrecked, busted
trim
for all houses. It roofing, hauling, con
radiator and battery
crete work. "Call
stops painting.
only. 6 cylinder engine
753-2211.
Glover
Jack
not
damaged,
recently
Late Cottage le Cypress
Will do yard work and
rebuilt. Best offer after
•
Creek Area. New Roof. sew 6p.m. 759 4137.
hedge trimming, cut
and remove dead
carpet, deep well. brush- 1975 Ford F 100
Guttering by Sears.
excel
hedge. Call 753 0712 or
ed. on three lots. Priced to lent condition. 492.8707.
Sears continuous gut
753 3534.
sell older $12.000.
1976 Chevy pickup. 436- ters installed for your
specifications. Call
284.5.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
51. Campers
K & K STUMP REMO
Lark Camper sleeps 6
VAL. Do you need
A-1 condition, equipped.
stumps removed from
$1195. Town & Country
Do you have a tobacco
your yard or land
Yamaha Murray, Ky.
cleared, of stumps? We
or dairy barn in need
153-5315
753-8078.
can remove stumps up
of repair? Now would
to 24 inches below the
Just listed this lovely 3 52. Boats-Motors
is the time to give us
ground,
leaving
only
bedroom, 2 bath year21 1 2ft. Slick Craft sawdust and chips. Call
round home on waterfront lot, located in Cruiser with 188hp for free estimates. Bob
Mercury inboard
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
We put on or repair
Panorama Shores only
10 miles from Murray. outboard motor equip- Kemp Jr 435-4319.
galvaniz
ed and
Central heat and air, ped with head. Comaluminum roofs and
fireplace in living room pass, depth finder, marine radio, all carpeted
siding.
and detached 2-car
FLOOR SANDING
in bow. Clean. Priced to
garage. $63,500. KOPAND FINISHING
sell. 436 2218.
PERUD REALTY -75320 years experience.
1222.
53. Services Offered
Stained floors Our
Two bedroom house on
3.6 acres 444 near New AIR CONDITIONERS
speciality.
Concord. Coleman Real and appliances ser
BODEAU
Estate 753 9898.
viced. Freezers,
FLOOR CO.
washers, dryers, and
Will sharpen hand saws
47. Motorcycles
refrigerators. All
354-6127
and chain saws.
753-4656.
1975 Honda 400CC 4 brands. 759-1322.
cylinder, 5000 miles Asphalt driveways and
Word Processing Ser$950. Call 753-4614 or parking lots sealed by Licensed electrician for vice. Complete typing
Sears. For free es- residential and com- service, mailing list,
753-1326 after 5p.m.
mercial. Heating and lables, direct mail ad1980 Harley Davidson timates call 753-2310.
Superglide. Many ex- CARPET CLEANING, air condition, gas in• vertising, includes fold
tras, must sell. 753-4424 Free Estimates. stallation and repair. ing, stuffing, postage
meter service. Call
Satisfied - references, Phone 753-7203.
days
Mitchell Blacktopping- 753-0500,7594640.
1981 Harley Davidson Vibra Steam or Quick
Super Glide. 3400 miles, Dry Cl'eaning. Commercial, Indust 55. Feed and Seed
black and gold. $4250. (Upholstery Cleaning). rial, Residential, also
Call 901 247-5285 Lee's Carpet Cleaning Patching and Seal ALFALFA FOR SALE
753-5427.Coating. Phone 753-1537.
Missouri Delta grown.
Puryear
Concrete, block, brick. Painting: Check our low Delivery or FOB
49. Used Cars
21 years experience. No prices before you paint. Merrell Farm PO Box
job to large or small. Robinson and Day. 421 Hayti, Missouri
1973 Malibu good condi
Free estimates. Call 753 5292 or 753-3716 63851 314-3590373 or
tion $1200. Call 759-1750.
753-5476.
359-0633
eveninos.

acres includes shed.
Asking 512,000. Call
753-7364 after 5:30
p.m. Country setting,

753-3317

•

•

For Sale

Purdoms
Oldsmobile
Pontaic
Cadillac

J.C. & C.
Sheeting

Call 759-1600
(Office) or
753 - 0329
(Home)

FOR SALE
3 Farms - 01 - 258
acres with tobacco
barn,tool shed, 234
acres dark fired
tobacco. $1,123 per
acre. Farm 02 - 261
acres - long road
frontage - $969 per
acre. Farm 03, 81
acres, long road
frontage $1,239 per
acre. Most is
prime row crop
land, presently in
wheat. The above
farms may be sold
in smaller tracts, 3
miles from Murray. Terms cash or
owner financing on
contract for deed
at F.L.B. rates.
Call Don Pierce or
Frank Crain, Real
Estate Brokers.
502-765-7684 or 3698486 or 369-6158.

For Sale
2950 Acres
Approx. 1,500
acres row crop, 3
houses, 5 barns,
41,000 lb. burley,
some good timber,
long hwy. frontage. $800 pr acre owner financing
25% with deed,
balance at 11% for
30 years. Located
inXentral Ky. Call
Don Pierce or
Frank Crain Real
Estate Broker,
502-765-7684 or 3698486 or 369-6158.

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Jones it Gray
Upholstery
105 N. 7th
753-0600

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Murray
Police Dept.
753-1621
Emergencies
911
Calloway
County
Sheriff
753-3151

Poison
Control

753-8181

Aluminum
Service
Co.

753-7588

Quality Service
Company

Alostinon on4 Vinyl
Siding, atoms trim
work. Roforoncos.
CoN WIN hi Briley,

753-0689.

Heating and Alf C011
ditioning Soles, Sales
and Service. Modern
Sheet Metal A Service
Departments

753-9290

f)exuar
CVSTOM Know
CABOIETS A CIPSTIMM
WISINIVORKINS
•CIPSTONI OMIT MINETIP111

tee carrier

defter for Wes
awd VoiTiet Serray wed
Calloway Ceeety 102
Outwit

Police
911

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

*CMOS MT IMMO
MOWS

1534940
1212 MANI

KEY
AUTO PARTS
ihrf. 121 South

Murray, Ky.
New and OW Arts
Parts,

Batteries,

Tires, Wheel CovIefl,
Alto Accessories.

753-5500
at

••4

, •
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Library helps blind to enjoy literature
FRANKFORT, K y.
(AP) — Persons who are
blind or have physical
handicaps which prevent
them from holding a book
can still enjoy literature.
The handicapped,
through the state Library
for the Blind and
Physically Handicapped,
have access to tens of
thousands of books —
ranging from Dr.Seuss to
Shogun to the Bible.
However, unlike the
normal book, these books
talk to you. The books
come in the form of
records or cassette tapes.
And they are free.
Any qualified handicapped person can obtain a record player and
tape recorder and
records and tapes
through the library free
of charge.
However, library director Adam Ruschival says
the library may be
reaching only a fraction
of the people who qualify.
The library has a current list of 3,850 patrons
statewide. But Ruschival
says it is estimated as
many as 70,000 people are
eligible for the program.
"We would like to reach
more," he said. "The
main thing is they don't
know about us."
While a national program of recording for the
blind has been in existence for nearly 50
years, Kentucky's
Library for the Blind and
Physically .Handicapped
was started in 1969. Prior
to that, Kentucky was
served out of Cincinnati.
The library can send
patrons tapes or records
from its supply of 20,000
titles and also can obtain
others it does not have
from other libraries.
The Kentucky library
gets the bulk of its recordings from the Library of
Congress, which oversees
the national program.
However, there are
also in-house recordings
done by volunteers,
largely of books by Kentucky authors or with
Kentucky themes that
are not recorded through
the Library of Congress.
Two recording booths
are located in the
library's section of the
new state Libraries and
Archives Building.
Approximately 30
volunteers spend an
average two hours per
week in recording sessions, with other
volunteers 014 library
staff monitoring and proofreading the recordings.
One of the readers is
Watson Clay, whose
recordings include a book
about his greatgrandfather, fiery abolitionist Cassius Clay.
Ruschival said about
2,000 hours of recording
time was made last year.
Ruschival said the
library is always on the

Accidents
on roads claim
at least three
By The Associated Press
At least three people
were killed in weekend
traffic accidents on state
highways, according to
Kentucky State Police
reports.
The deaths raised the
state's 1982 traffic death
toll to 279, compared with
=through the same date
last year.
Phillip Thornsberry,
17, of Olive Hill, was killed Sunday afternoon
when the car he was driving collided with another
vehicle on Kentucky 649
about eight miles north of
Sandy Hook in Elliott
County.
Phillip Tillett, 35, of
Alexandria, was killed
Sunday morning when
the car he was driving
collided with another
vehicle on U.S. 27 in
Campbell County in the
limits of Alexandria.
David A. Curry, 17, of
Rineyville, war killed
Friday night when he was
struck by a car on U.S. 31W about 11
/
2 miles north
of Elizabethtown. Police
said that Curry was
struck when he left a median and ran onto the
roadway into the path of a
Car.

lookout for volunteer
readers and those interested can contact Marcie Sleadd at the library.
Initially a person
receives four books from
the library and a catalog
of recorded or Braille
material. New releases
from the Library of Congress are sent out about
every two months.
The books are loaned
for a month and can be
returned postage free
under a postal provision
that allows material for
the blind to be sent free.
The library has an
average of eight copies of
each title and can make
more if the demand is
great.
Many popular
magazines are also
available through the
library and the Library of
Congress. The magazine

tapes do not have to be
returned.
Ruschival said the
most popular periodical
taped in Kentucky is The
Cats' Pause, a publication on University of Kentucky athletics.
Textbooks, however,
are not available, except
for special musical instruction material.
The library also has its
own repair shop for faulty
machines or tapes.
Ruschival says about 85
percent of the library's
patrons are blind, but
anyone with a disability
that prevents them from
holding a book is eligible
for its services.
The qualifying conditions include cerebral
palsy, crippling arthritis,
infantile paralysis, multiple sclerosis, muscular
dystrophy, Parkinson's

disease, polio, stroke or a
loss of hands or arms.
Persons with dyslexia
are also eligible, but must
have a statement from a
doctor confirming their
condition. Others can
receive a confirmation
from many social service
professionals, including a
librarian.
The library also services all ages, from the
very young to four or five
patrons who are over 100
years old.
Ruschival says the
most popular books are
mysteries, westerns,
religious books, especially the Bible, and history.
Nearly any subject is
available and there is no
censorship over contents.
"The policy is that if it
is in print and available
to the general public, it
should be available to our

patrons,"said Ruschival.
"If is available to you,
it should be available to
me," said Ruschival, who
despite being blind since
birth, obtained a
master's degree in
history from Murray
State University.
The library also has
material in Braille
available, but Ruschival
said only about 100 people
use Braille, which is expensive to produce and
store.
The library has two
branches, in Louisville
and Covington.
Persons interested in
obtaining books from the
library, or in becoming volunteer readers, can
call 1-800-372-2968. Like
other areas of the service, all telephone calls to
the library can be made
free of charge.

RECEIVES AWARD — Capt. Ronald Rowlette has been awarded the second award of the Army Commendation Medal for the meritorious performance of duties while assigned as an assistant professor of Military
Science at Murray State. Immediately after the award Rowlette was promoted to the rank of Major. Shown pinning on the new Major's new rank insignia are his wife Jan and LTC Randell Routt,PMS Murray State University. Rowlette will attend the Army's mapping, charting, and geodesy senior
officer course at Fort Belvoir, Va., this summer. He and his family will be
stationed in Korea this fall, upon his completition at Fort Belvoir.

Share the spirit.
Share the refreshment.
Light,fresh Salem Lights.

4.11.

Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined
The Cigarette Smoking Is Dangerous to Your Health.
9
'46.
mg:"tar",0..7 mg. nicotine ay. per cigarette by FTC method.

